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Christmas traditions:
Sigma Nus host
'Hanging of the Greens'
By BETHSCHDEN
Feata
The Sigma Nus on campus have a real
soft spot when it comes to celebrating
Christmas.
Like overanxious little children who
can hardly wait to begin adorning the
house with Christmas decorations - the
Sigma Nus can hardly wait every year
to prepare garlands for the University's
annual "Hanging of the Greens "
Since 1929 they've been meeting on the
Saturday morning before the "Hanging

of the Greens" to cut rolls of laurel
leaves and make wreaths to be hung in
the Keen Johnson Building at the
beginning of the hour-long Christmasdecorating celebration.
It's their way of helping to bring
Christmas spirit to the University, a
tradition they've kept alive since the
days when they weren't the Sigma Nus.
Forty-nine years ago when the first
"Hanging of the Greens" took place,
their fore 'brothers' who participated,
were members of a branch of the YMCA
on campus.

They later became a local fraternity,
the Sigma Chi Deltas fat 83 and
eventually evolved into the Sigma Nus. a
national fraternity in "70
And all the while, their involvement in
the University's oldest tradition has
continued through the years.
No matter what tins Saturday, the
Sigma Nus will drag themselves from
beneath warm blankets and congregate
in front of Keen Johnson by 8 a.m. to
begin their work.
[SM 'SI*.'
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'Feaste' fit for a king
Bv E1.IZABETHPALMEB-BAL1.
NrwsBMssr
Ye Okie Madrigal Christmas Feaste
which is to be held Dec. 7 and S in the
Keen Johnson Ballroom, will be a step
back into isth Century England. The
annual Christmas event includes
Madrigal music and a seven course
English dinner.
According to Robert Simpson, acting
director of choral activitea, the entertainment will be provided by the

Madrigal singers, directed by Ira
Spalding. choral graduate assistant, as
well as a brass group, bell choir and
Elizabethan dancers.
There will be a dinner concert and
after dinner concert as well as
madrigals done between each course.
The music will all be from this period
and will include both sacred and
Christmas madrigals.
The dinner menu will be written in old
English and will consist of traditional
Higlish fare.

Tickets for the dinner are 17.50 and
may be reserved by sending check or
money order to the University Pood
Service in the Powell building. More
tickets have been sold for Friday than
Thursday but neither evening has been
sold out.
Seating for the dinner begins at 6:30
p.m. and no specific dress is required
A reception follows the dinner
production where guests can meet the
singers.

'Messiah' rises again
Bv DAVID WINTER*
Staff Writer

Dear Santa Claus.
I've got them holiday blues
Bv HKI AN BI.AIB

.Staff Writer
Dear Santa.
I guess it's been a long time since I've
written, but I want you to know that I
have tried to be a good little boy this
year Except that I noticed I had a little
problem a couple of weeks ago.
Nn. Santa. it's not that I'm dissatisfied
with what you brought me last year - It
really was a nice term paper and the
teacher loved it. That's not my reason
lor writing
I think you realize as much as anyone
else that the great season of mirth and
merriment has gone a bit sour In the
past several years. Oh. I know It's
.■ssentially the same thing over and
over, hut the commercialism has gone
too far/
l-alely. when I've looked at other
people partying and having fun, I've felt
left out in the cold, in a way. For the first

lime in my life. I have some idea what
Rudolph must have felt like when he
was left out of the reindeer games.
So. with the meekness of the Little
Drummer Boy. I made my way over to
Ellendale Hall to talk things over with
one of your distant elves. As I sat in the
waiting room. I couldn't help but feel
somewhat like a college age Charlie
Brown going in to talk to Lucy at her
booth. But luckily, this wasn't costing
me a nickle.
In the back of my mind, Santa. I was
kind of hoping that my counselor would
be a pretty blonde But. since I hadn't
..sked to see a female, they paired me
with a man
Rats
He seemed friendly enough, though.
And he had a beard like you. although it
was quite a Ml darker. When I walked
into his office, he simply said. "Sit
anywhere you're most comfortable."
After quickly surveying the

Judy Aaron's life:
a Christmas
miracle
Bv BETH SCHOEN
Features Editor

■»

Her condition remained critical while
she stayed in Somerset for the first nine
days.
For Judy Aaron, the Joys and
She was then taken to the University
miracles of Christmas came early this of Kentucky intensive care unit where
she stayed for nearly eight weeks,
vear.
After lying motionless in a coma for having shown few signs of imihe past three-and-a-half months. Aaron provement.
Now at the Summit Manor'Nursing
gained consciousness, surprising
doubtful doctors and nurses that gave Home in Columbia, where she's been for
her very little chance, if any, of making the past month, her improvement has
been considerable.
it
Aaron, a'-sophomore broadcasting
She opened her eyes about three
major as of last spring semester, was in weeks ago. but with little awareness if
a car accident in the early morning any. of anything going on around her
hours this past August 12th that left her until a week ago when she gained
with "severe head and chest injuries" complete consciousness
Dr. Lewis Aaron, who is the doctor in
and in intensive cafe units for three
charge of her at the nursery, said over
months.
She and a friend. Patricia Helm, who the phone Monday, that Aaron was
was driving at the time, were coming "awfully slow coming out of the coma,"
from Somerset on theh* way to but since she has gained consciousness
Jamestown. Aaron's hometown. When she's become "mentally alert," and "is
ihey were traveling -through Pulaski making a good bit of recovery."
County. they hit a batch s»ajai»»— •»"- »~w on to say that the right side of
road was being repaired" the car worn her body is paralyzed, but "she's getting
out of control and hit a station wagon in increasing motion inner right arm and
the other lane.
leg"
► Aaron was thrown ten feet and when
Her mother. M»V Edith Aaron, who's
she was Brat taken to the »»•*^
unit in Somerset, her mother said ~mk night since the accident, helps her
was in very', very grave condition" for (SM Mud,' pas* 1*)
the first two or three days

surroundings. I noticed I had at least
three choices: a chair next to his desk, a
heanbag or a chair behind a table In the
corner of the room.
Without hesitation. I opted to sit at the
table, figuring that it would keep some
distance between myself and the
stranger who was about to hear my life
story condensed into sixty minutes.
Then the dreaded silence hit Since the
house itself reminded me so much of mv
(SM 'OMT
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Handel's 'Messiah" will rise again in
Brock Auditorium Sunday evening at a
p.m.
. The work, which will be done for the
*7th lime at the University, centers
around the prophecy concerning the
Messiah.
Since the first performance in 1931.
the "Messiah" has been brought to
students as "an exciting drama." according to this year's director. Robert
Simpson
Simpson is replacing David Wehr who
is taking a year's sabbatical. Simpson
commented. "As the acting director of
vocal music, it falls to me to present the
Messiah. I am really looking forward to

■a

!:>

Chorus and The University Symphony
"I always find something new and
l Orchestra.
exciting about the piece." Simpson said.
Soloists for Ihe performance are:
Always Ihe same. Always different
Soprano. Joan l.oma-Bonnemann; Alto. The story of Ihe Messiah will unfold in
Nancy Wehr: Tenor. David Smith, and Brock Auditorium. The audience will
Mass. Donald Hendrickson.
rile into the dimly lit building. The
Although this Is Simpson's first time Chorus and Orchestra will take their
to conduct the "Messiah" at the places. The freshman director will take
University, he has done it several times his position.
"Man. I'll he shaking." Simpson said
before

r

Periscope

Will Zars ever save Princess
(.merles* front the evil prime minister?
Kind oat by reading DavM Miller's Baal
cartoon series of 'Zars' an page «.
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The groups which Simpson will
conduct are The University Oratorio
■*

I

Winning short story

'The Gift of Life'

By John Rowlett
my life. Tired from the surgery, he invited me into the
lounge for a cup of coffee I had bean expecting the
worst, now I was certain that he waa piapaiutg to tell
me that Jennie had died on the table I fought back my
emotions, and managed to ask about bar. I nearly
collapsed when he told me the outcome. Jennie had
suffered a concussion, but there had been no injury to
her brain or spinal column. The internal bleeding had
topped, and there had been no damage to any of her
organs. In other words, not only was Jennie going to
live, but she should be perfectly okay as wail. She
would have to stay for observation, bat ho reassured
me that things would be fine in a few days. I nearly
hroke-his ribs I hugged him so hard. I couldn't thank
him enough for saving her life
On my way out, I spotted the nurse who had helped
me earlier. I waved to her, and she flashed a bread
smile. She had talked to the doctor also, and knew of
Jennie's improved condition I wished her wall, and
returned to the lobby. My family was Waiting, and I
embraced my mother as I toM bar the good news. I'd
meet them at home later, but I wanted to stay for a
while.

The night air was frigid; it hurt to breathe and my
lungs ached from the cold. More importantly though, it
now hurt to live. Only moments before, my life had
seemed complete. I was returning home from college
to spend the Christmas holidays with my family, and
was anxious, too anxious as it turned out, for them to
meet Jennie (my girl friend). She was coming home
with me, and I was sure that they would love her as
much as I did I couldn't wait to tell them that we were
engaged.
None of that seemed to matter anymore - Jennie was
no longer with me. Only moments before, the ambulance had left for the hospital. I prayed that they
would not be too late.
Now I was faced with the barrage of questions
certain to come from the stoic officials of the law.
There really wasn't much for me to tell them, but
every word stuck like a dagger in my side. We were not
but a few miles from my home at the time of the accident. Jennie and I had been talking about the
holidays, and were discussing our plans. The road had
become slick with the freshly fallen snow, and vision
was poor. I never saw the stalled semi until it was too
late. I hit the brakes, but they met the floor with no
resistance, and we began to spin. I tried my bast, but
the car wove helplessly to one side, then the other, and
finally wound up careening into the side of a concrete
embankment Jennie's side of the car was crushed how I wished it had been mine. I called the ponce and
waited. There was nothing more for me to tell them;
now 1 must wait again.

:
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I decided to take a walk around the grounds. The air
was still cold, but it didn't seem to matter. I was
thinking again about the holidays, bat this time in a
different sense. I was no longer concerned about what
color sweater my aunt had knitted me, or If Jennie had
bought the jacket that I wanted For the first Urn* la
my life, I considered the real meaning behind
Christmas. Christmas was a time to spend with loved
ones, and a time for giving thanks for the blessings of
the past year. Most importantly, it wasn't the gift of
money or material that mattered, rather. It waa the
gifts of love and life that give rial meaning to the
season Glancing towards the heavens, I spotted an
unusually bright star. I knelt in>the snow lad gave*
thanks to the Giver of ijfe

I arrived at the hospital and was met 4a the
emergency room by my parents. It was't the type of
reception that I had anticipated. Jennie was still la
surgery; things didn't look too. promising. I searched la
vain through the empty sterile corridors for someone
who could help jne, but they all seemed as cold as the
men in blue. Finally, a kind nurse spotted my aimless
wanderings, and asked if she could help. I didn't see
how it would be possible - all that mattered to me was
Jennie, and this lady, kind though she might be, was
obviously in no position to help. I thanked her, and
continued my search for a dr-*~
''^^*0Qtr.

"- -' -.- staee wkMaajr* Ms veer's Christmas short stor>
contest i»eophomon>. John Rowtatt An ta-yaw-otd kWeaj.
B*»-m*d major from-."..
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Drawing by Terrt Baama

Finally'I located the head surgeon, the man who had
just finished operating on the meat Important parson la
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Editorials

Tradition is lost
from the holiday season
The end has come.
Another
semester has gone.
With the end of each semester
comes a joy. No more classes, no
more papers.
The end of the fall semester brings
something more. For students who
do not, or should not, have time to
think about it over the last few
weeks of classes, the end of the rail
semester
brings
the
Christmas
season. A time of good cheer.
"Officially" the Christmas season starts the day after Thanksgiving.
People rush out to the stores
which stay open longer. Christmas
trees are bought, put up and
electrified. Why? Because of tradition.
Tradition is a major part of the
Christmas season.
It is tradition that brings Santa
Claus. Tradition brings Christmas
carols. Tradition brings mistletoe.
There arc some traditions at the
University
which
occur
every
Christmas season.
The "Hanging of the Greens" has
been with the University for 48
years, Lvery year it has been done
by the same organizations. Tradition.
On the Sunday before finals the
University chorus performs the
"Messiah."
The traditional
Christmas
is
tailing by the wayside, though, as
the holiday season becomes more
and more commercialized.
Television is filled with Christmas
specials. All of which promise the
Christmas spirit but few, if any,
really have it. There arc loo manv

II is very easy for your average
law abiding sludeni lo get in trouble
on ihis campus. Ii seems (hat many
things that arc law on the outside
world are no-no's on the state

Commentary
premises on which wc reside. But
things really need to be kept in
perspective.
The administration recently decided that the playing of the

"Budweiser" theme song by mem
hers of the band during the football
games was against the University's
advertising policy.
This policy pertains to "student
publications as well as campus radio
and television stations." St) when
did the band become a medium?
To put tlpng's
in
the
best
perspective possible, somebody in
the
administration
has
finally
Hipped.
If you use the reasoning that the
University uses in banning the
"Budweiser" song then you must
consider the following actions as

Santa Claus
fat toy bringer
He
arrives
limosines.even

is no longer the little
from the North Pole.
in
helicopters,
in
on water skis.

He is made of plastics and
ceramics. There are carioons about
him and his reindeer.
I he spirit of the Christmas season
seems 10 have been lost. The "old
iashion" Christmas where everyone
in the family gets together and
decorates the tree, a live one, then
goes out and sings Christmas carols

also logical, all television waves
entering T\ sets on campus must be
banned because as we all know their
are numerous liquors advertised on
the tube; maga/ines should be
banned as well because even Time
and Newsweek advertise things that
arc illegal on the campus; newspapers as well would have to be
banned despite their obvious value
to the student.
For that matter we might as well
stop offering I nglish courses. Any
hook which mentions a character
that drinks would break University
policy. This would only eliminate
writers such as Hemingway. Faulkner and Joyce and a few thousand
others.

Edit r
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News Edit r
Sports Edit! r
Feature* Edit r
Art. Edit r
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Staff Artit
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It seems as though there should be
room in a last paced society to keep
traditions; without turning those
traditions into a fast paced version
of the original.
When
people
do
not
keep
traditions, they become lost. A
tradition is only as good as the
people who keep it. If no one keeps
a tradition, there is no longer a
11 adit ion.
I he
two
traditions
ol
the
University for the Christmas season,
the "Hanging of the Cirecns" and
the "Messiah." need the support of
the University community or else
they may become lost forever.

A letter from the
president
To the University Community:
As wc enter the Holiday Season
and the fall semester draws to a
conculusion, I have two personal
thoughts to express to the University
Community.
First, I wish to express my
appreciation to every individual student, faculty, staff
and employee - who contributed to the
opportunities for
leaching
and
learning that have been afforded on
ihis campus during the current
semester.
Secondly, Mrs. Powell and I wish
for all members of the University

I seem 'o spend so much of my
life saying, if only I had done this or
that, if only I had tried harder or
said the right thing at the right time.
Sometimes ii has to do with
school: why didn't I accomplish
more this semester: Why didn't I
study more for that test?
Or with work: why did I write
about that? It was so trite, so cliche
or irrelevant.
I remember conversations and
actions. I regret things. I feel guilty.

my days dreaming of the future?
But ihis will be my last column. I
can't help but look back.
If I only had it all to do over
again . . .
Maybe I wouldn't try to be so
philosophical. (I was so corny.)
Maybe I wouldn't be so critical
and negative. (All I did
was
complain.)
I wonder why I didn't write about
some of the really important issues.
too, like the parking situation.

~N

Sarah
Warren

.While we're at it why don't we
have a good old-fashioned book
burning.
It
seems
that
some
members of the administration
might really enjoy this pasttime.

MarkTaraer
Jiaa Thotaasoa
Sarah Warm
mahethPalaMr-flaB.:
Kea Tingle,
BethSchoca
Larry Bernard
Oaav Eager
Wetst-Cadla.
■Material
CaasjOlirer

docs not occur anymore with the
frequency it use 10.
People have lost the meaning of
Christmas. A time when happiness
and good cheer are suppose to
abound, the suicide rate is at its
highest point.

Community and their families a
joyous Christmas and prosperous
New Year.
You have our prayers as you
travel to your homes -- near or far;
and for your return to the campus
for the spring semester. May I ask
that you take the lime during this
interlude in our work on the campus
to meditate on the themes of love
and
peace on
earth that
are
embodied
in
the
message
of
Christmas, regardless of your faith.
Merry Christmas.
J.C. Powel
President

Looking back
on what should have been done

Band can't 'say it air
B> KIN TINGI.F.Y
Sports Kditor

Hashing lights and ringing bells.
Everything is too electronic.
Toys arc so complex now that it
takes the parents to figure them out.
I he advertising campaigns for these
toys make ihcm irresistablc lo
children. And of course, all of them
are electric.
There is a Santa Claus on every
street corner, all with a different
charily lo collect for.

first it was the English Department's censorship of the Progress
when it withheld copies of the paper
10 high school students during a
career day at the University and now
even the band is being censored.
What will be next?
College is supposed to be a
growing, learning experience for the
students but obviously the people
who need lo mature and grow up arc
the people who run the campus.
So, before you say "Budweiser,"
look over your shoulder, because
someone may be watching.

4

Why didn't I. . .'

Bui right now it's Christmas and I
only want to feel good. So I look to
the coming year and promise myself
I'll do belter next semester.
I tell myself I'll keep up with my
reading. Or else I say I've spent too
much lime fretting over school. In
that case I make plans to enjoy
myself more the next year.
When I get old I'll look back and
say, "Those were the good ole*
days."
Right now I wait for the day I
turn 21 and the day I'll graduate
from college. I can't wait to get a
job and start moving on.
Why do I spend so much time
looking back? And why do I spend

Security must be making a killing
off tickets.
And hot plates . . . everybody
knows students cook in their rooms.
In fact, doesn't the University
encourage it by offering refrigerators?
And as a friend said to me, aren't
wc being (rained to lie and be
deceitful in the hiding of our hot
pots and popcorn poppers?
I wish I'd written about the food
on campus. Recently, a boy ahead
of me in the cafeteria line ordered a
fried pork pattie on bun, (wo rolls,
macaroni
and
cheese,
mashed
po(a(oes and a piece of cake.
Wfiy doesn't (he University serve

loods thai are healthful like yogurt.
Iresh Iruits and vegetables? Why so
much starch and grease?
And why can't I be given more
independence at this school? Why
can't I be given the chance to
mature?
Male janitors roam my halls but
my boyfriend can't even visit m\"

room.
II I conic home after midnight
without an II). I must give my
name, room number, social security
number, phone number and bov
number.
My
room
is checked
every
Wednesday to see that my bed is
made and my trash emptied and lo
make sure that I'm not harboring
any
beer,
marijuana or other
contraband. I feel like I'm in the
army.
I am 20 years old and have lived
away from home for two summers,
but according to the University, I'm
not responsible enough to live off
campus until I turn 21, which is
incidentally alter I graduate.
Why didn't I write about these
things? Why do I always wish, the
past had been different?
But then . . . sometimes I like my
past. Like just last weekend, my
roommate and I snuck a kitten into
our room.
And the other day I played
backgammon with a girl I barely
knew and wc became friends.
I remember one cold night; a
friend and I drank hot chocolate
and ate cinnamon toast in (he late
night/early morning hours.
Just yesterday I laughed with my
favorite teacher.
Next week I'm going home for
Christmas! Maybe it will even snow.

Editors' mailbag
*>*.
011106111

disadvantage
Editor:
IS it fair for teachers to grade students
by the Work, or lack of it, of other
students? From the'student's standpoint, of curse, it ki not.
; How can teachers expect particular
.students to be responsible for the work
of other students in the class in addition
to (heir own? What can you do if
someone else In a :'Ri*Jrp' project*'
doesn't come through?
hTlt fair for a teacher to expect other

students to make up for a deficient
student in the group?

time and we. the students, didn't merely from one or two particular innecessarily have such an option.
cidences.
Is it fair for a teacher to cut the grade,
. In particular, he was merely referring
It - takes much proof-or effort, to
of those students who accomplished
to the fact that ft took him exactly 57 alleviate a person's respect for yon.
their part of the task. Just because
days' to grade and return a major (also
But. what can you expect' when you
someone else in the group - was • the only) test in the class where he
"Rive" a student a grade?
irresponsible''
asked us to memorize word for word a
Are the students actually not being
Is it fair for the teacher to disallow the < chapter in the textbook, (only 21 pages i.
cheated out of a true grade?
student who accomplished his or her
If you think this statement is
Students -pay atoney to. earn an
part of the assignment to turn it in'
irrelevant, perhaps I should include that education -a grade to be exact.
Somehow this »**"■«** comes through ^t — .'_.-- ... our handout rA _. .
we won't always be students. "S.,..,as poor judgement - poor professional
outline of the cjass. "Ute work will be for a particular profession.
operation to me.
penalized."
Surely our "particular professional
But as the professor admits; a Dr., no
Students generally will rasD*"
--■**"-is-not evaluated or de-evaluated
Jess; "That's the advantage of me being
teachers. «ntil given reason that they r>y someone else's irrespon«ihitiiv
the teacher alnd ydft being the student."
should feel otherwise.
I guess that's just
ist the disadvantage of
The professor was referring to the ^This change of attitude does not
being a student
fact that he could do things on his own
abruptly stop and react in opposition
I
Karen Beir

u
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News/Features

Politicians
interviewed from Santa's lap

(pnoto by STEVE BMU*N|

t'nnnie farter, a Tolford resident, adds to the Christmas spirit as she tops off
ihe tree with a radiant star in Telford lobby The dorms are celebrating the
holidays with Irim-a-tree parties. Christmas craftmaking and secret angels.

Dorms bedeck
their halls with
fireproof ornaments
H» (ilNNYKAtiER
llru;ini/;ilions Kditor
I>«•« k Ihe dorms with houghs of holly.
decorated trees with lire proof stars
Yes. Ihe dorms have got the spirit.
Christmas spirit thai is
Starting with secret angels in Burnam, Miirtin Telford and some other
dorm*- and uoing to the showing of "A
Christm;is Carol" in others. Ihe
residence halls on campus are going all
out to celebrate the holidays.
Caroling lias long heen a tradition of
Christmas time and this year is no
except ion The residents of Sullivan Hall
»ill IK- singing at a nursing home and
there are sure to IK- many more carols
Ming as girls and guys alike decorate the
trees in the dorms
Kver since the middle of November,
dorms have been having Christmas
crafts Miller. McGregor and Martin
.ire lust three of the dorms sponsoring
itfes kind of activity.
with the strict fire regulations on
decorations this year most people are
having to In- extra careful when
choosing things to adorn their doors
with
A
Hut this didn't deter Burnam Hall
from having a door decoration contest.

To the wing with the prettiest doors will
to some donuts for the industrious
decorators to munch on
Commonwealth Hall is having a
Christmas party for the children of
Brockton residents Dec 10 at 1 p.m The
party is on Ihe second floor lounge and
parents are invited too.
Practically all Ihe dorms have had or
are having parties of some sort in each
individual hall Many of the floors of
each dorm are having special floor
parties also
One highlight of the dorm activities
was the Christmas Disco last Sunday
night Burnam and Commonwealth
sponsored the dance that was held in the
Keen .lohnson Ballroom.
The coming week is sure to be a tough
one hut to break the monotony of
studying for exams. Walters. Telford.
McGregor and some of the other dorms
will serve refreshments to residents.
Somewhere amid all the hustle and
hustle of the Christmas activities in the
dorms, residents are finding tjme to do
lots of shopping for those special people
at home.
Although Santa is very busy at the
North Pole he is sure to be watching
over all the I'niversity students as they
I ravel home for the holidays.

Ho-Ho-Ho. Merry Christmas!
Santa Claus here, direct from the
White House, 1600 Pennsylvania
Avenue, Washington, D.C.
"Step right up here Jimmy and
tell Santa what you want for
Christmas."
"I want the American people to
love me, no matter what I do. I want
to have their solemn promise that
they will vote for me in 1980. I want
Anwar and Menachem to stop
pulling me into the middle of their
silly argument over the West Bank. I
want those red communists to quit
violating the SALT agreement. And
I want Rosalyn to quit stealing my
pillow and hogging all the covers at
night.
"Well Jimmy, that's an awful
long list. Are you sure you've been a
good enough boy Ihis year to
deserve all this?"
"Of course Santa. I'm a fine
Christian president, even though I
have lusted in my heart. I would
never do anything like ole Dick
Nixon. And if you don't get me
everything I want for Christmas, I'll
have you citizenship revoked and I'll
blow up ihe North Pole."
"Here's a candy cane Jimmy and
I'll sec what I can get you for
Christmas." Now Rosalyn, it's your
turn. Conic and sit on Santa's lap
and tell me what you want for
Christmas."
"First of all, I want Jimmy to quit
saying thai I steal his pillow. I only
take his because he takes mine, and I
don'i hog the covers. He does. But
what I really want is to be loved by
Miss Lillian. I want her to quit
a in/mi! my homemade peanut-butter grits. She says mine are too
lumpy, but hers are always too
sticky. And I want Billy to quit
leaving his beer cans all over the
house when he comes and visits."

"Well, now Rosalyn, you have

asked for some very nice things for
Christmas."
"Wait Santa, I forgot something.
Most important, I want world peace

anything. I can't do anything for
you without your faith in me. Sorry.
But here's a candy cane for you
anyway."
Live from Israel. It's Santa and
Menachem.

Lisa
Renshaw

"Well if that's the best you can
do, I guess I'll take it. But I sure get
tired of having to compromise my
beliefs."
On Dasher, on Dancer, on Comet
and Cupid and Donner and Blitzcn.
Back again in the USA. This time
Santa's left the world of national
politics to look in on Gov. Julian
Carroll.

Here comes
Santa Claus. . . .
and harmony for all mankind
forever."
"But Rosalyn, I can't make the
world stop fighting. I've tried, but
nobody ever listens to me. But I'll
do everything I can. Now you be a
good girl between now and
Christmas. Here's your candy
cane."
Santa again with a live instant
type report direct from President
Anwar Sadat's home in Cairo,
Egypt.
"Climb up here on Santa's lap
Anwar and tell Santa what you want
for Christmas. Watch the pipe
please. I don't my beard scorched
before Christmas."
"I don't want anything for
Christmas. I don't believe in it. But
if I did, I would want Menachem to
stop being so stubborn and
bull-headed about the West Bank.
I'm right and he's wrong and that's
all (here is to it."
"Oh Anwar, if you don't believe
in me, then I can't promise you

"Menachem have you been a
good boy this year?"
"Oh yes Santa. I've compromised
all my beliefs that Israel is the
promised land just to make
President Jimmy happy so he won't
stop selling me weapons. So I feel I
deserve everything I want."
"Well, Menachem, since you've
been such a good boy, what do you
want for Christmas er' Hanukkah?"
"I want lotal and absolute power
over the Sue/ Canal. I want my own
personal B-52 bomber, fixed up just
like Jimmy's Air Force One. I wani
a huge dart board with Anwar's face
as the bullseye. And I want my front
teeth capped, so I can smile like
Jimmy."
"I think I can arrange for the dart
board and I can get you an
appointment with Jimmy's dentist,
bui I can'i give you the Suez Canal.
I can get you a plane fixed up like
Jimmy's, but it won't be a B-52
bomber. Have a candy cane
instead."

"Ho-Ho-Ho Julian. Tell me what
you want for Christmas."
"Well, first of all let me say lhai I
think you arc a fine person Santa.
You do such wonderful things for
people in the Commonwealth every
year. You arc just a marvelous
person and on behalf of the people
of this great state, 1 want to present
you with this token key to
Frankfort. And..."
"Ok Julian, cut the baloney. Just
get to your Christmas list."
"First of all I want you to make
Thelma stop doing official things
behind my back everytime I leave
the state for a vacation on one of my
state planes. I want Terry McBrayer
elected to succeed me as Governor
so I can still run Kentucky
government. And I want to be
President of the United States, that
is if Jimmy doesn't mind."
"Honestly Julian, I don't think I
can do much for you this year.
Thelma is a strong minded woman
and she'll always do « hat she feels is
right. As for Terry, he doesn't have
a chance. And well, you'll have to
work the presidency out with
Jimmy. Would you settle for a
stuffed jack ass?"
"Bui I he democrats arc already
stuffed."
"Have a candy cane then."
"Rudolf, take me home to the
North Pole. These politicians have
ruined my Christmas spirit."

Pep song ban(ne)d
Bv I.EESA WADDLE
tiuest Writer
When you say Budweiser now. you
better say it softly
For the past two seasons. University
football fans have been hearing the
familiar Budweiser jingle played by the
hand at Colonel games.
But. band director Robert Hartwell
recently announced to the band that
they were not to play the song at any
more sports events.
By way of explanation. Hartwell cited
the Board of Regents policy of "no
advertising that involves alcoholic
beverages."
According to the University's official
advertising policies, "advertising
classified as objectionable and thereby
strictly prohibited" includes alcoholic
beverages.
This policy pertains to "student
publications and campus radio and
television stations." Most Eastern
games have been broadcast by local

radio stations and one game has appeared on national television.
Hartwell mentioned that playing the
song could spawn complaints from
Budweiser competitors.
He also said that he has received
several complaints from "administrative people" encouraging him
not to play the song.
Charles Whitlock, executive assistant
to the president, said that the banning of
the song was the subject of an "informal
discussion" involving himself and
several other faculty members. The ban
was the result of a "group decision" in
which the liabilities of the song were
considered.
One supporter of the Budweiser song
ban. athletic director Don Combs,
stated that he didn't think sports and
liquor were necessarily compatible.
Members of the band have remarked
that the band was "disappointed" upon
hearing Hartwell's announcement.
They said that the pep song seemed to
generate crowd enthusiasm

By BETTY ANN GOINS
Wlttt do yon do to reWve exam tension? Are adequate lisae and stady
areaa made available?
(Wioto Mr STEVE BROWN)

Americans lose sleep over insomnia
Plenty.
Fifteen 10 twenty million AmeriSince insomnia is not a disease but
cans suffer from insomnia, as we
a complaint involving varied experisaw last week. Also, twenty-seven
ences of poor sleep combined with
million prescriptions for hypnotics
daytime fatigue, a number of
were written in 1976.
approaches are available. ObviousBarbiturates accounted for 20 per
ly, if the insomnia has 1 drug
cent of these, and they lead to a
dependancy aspect, a drug withpredictable sequence of dependence,
drawal program is indicated. In fact
tolerance and escalating doses. Not
different patients may need referral
only that buy they disrupt the
to a sleep center. These are
normal (and necessary) sleep strucexpensive. (There is one in
ture. Rapid Eye Movements (dreaming or RLM sleep) and slow wave
Cincinnati.)
If the insomnia is not due to a
sleep (stages 3 and 4) are suppressed.
Physical and psychological dependence, withdrawal reactions and
REM rebound reactions (severe
nightmares), and worse sleep
disturbance than before starting
medication also occur. Barbiturates
don't help you sleep. They
ANAESTHETIZE you and are
poison.
Alcohol is no good either - it has
the disadvantages of bartiturates,
and if combined with them can, as
many celebrities have demonstrated,
kill you stone dead.
The non-barbitursue hypnotics do purely physical dysfunction such as
all the bad things Rrbiiura'tes do; kidney or heart trouble or pain such
as from fractures or cancer, one
they just take a little longer.
There is one family of hypnotics should think of a plain inability to
called benzodiazepines (for gosh relax physically and mentally at
. sakes!) that are less likely to have bedtime.
Procedures such as progressive
these side effects, but they have been
tested only OP a 28-V^y basis. Many >=*Teta* " "w- aypnosis, auto*-*"
times-they "are used-for 40 or more training, irritation and bio-feedback may help patients, with
days, and I don't call that safe. •
So what ajter;....... 3fe there to moderate |«k occasional insomnia.
These are ^m learned skills which*
fcepirtg pills? •
,*

take time and effort and are the
province of counseling centers,
clinical psychologists and psychiatrists.
One of the first and most
common basic causes of insomnia is
a fouled-up lifestyle. People often
expect to sleep well no matter what
they do in the daytime. Such folk
may need to learn many skills: how
to think differently about their sleep
problems, how to modify daytime
eating and exercise patterns, how to
rest and relax at critical times during

only help sleep buy more importantly strenghten the all-important sense
of self-worth.
Of course one of the earliest and
most common symptoms of plain
old depression is insomnia. Obviously this calls for psychological
or psychiatric counselling.
For all these strategies, it is
obvious that the primary physician
must have collaborative working
relationships with mental health
professionals, especially those who
have expreience in teaching selfchange skills.
Believe me, the counseling and
psychiatric care at Eastern is
outstanding. At the risk of killing
the doctors in those areas from
overwork, I suggest them before
Somlnex!!

the day, how to solve their problems
more efficiently.

Studies of heart rehabilitation
programs by distance running show
that at about three weeks sleep
improves, at about six weeks
depression lifts, and at about 12
weeks there is evidence of cardiorespiratory improvement.

Behavioral self-management is a
I hope this" helps all who wake
method by which patients can learn ' '. tireder than.when they went to bed!
to: I) assess and analyze themselves
and their surroundings; 2) determine . Newborn babies spend most of
.... needs to be changed. »' '_.. Mi^ii RJMIC -^fJum steep. I
produce better sleep; and 3*) develop
still wonder what they dream about!
plans of action to make these
If anyone has a guess, please send a
changes. Learning to solve and
note to me care of the Progress in
manage specific p. jblems may not
the campus mail!
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Charlotte Sharp. Jonlor - elementary education, Carrottoa.
"When I study I mostly cram, so
when I relax I just totally forget
about it and watch television or
something. When J study on
campus it's at the library."
Scott Htggfcu, freshman •
undecided, Berea.
"I shoot pool, but usually I
epM tot. Hie hours in the*library
pretty gooJ ;»d eiadying In
is prt... . jod if you can
[the noise."
^^^-Smmmal

Linda Chesnut. sophomore psychology, London.
"I just talk about it to my
friends and get it off my chest. The
hours at the library are really
good.;'
Brace Emerson, senior - business amaammrwl, LaxfcagtmT.
"I just take rest periods every..
once in awhile and do something
different, play pool or something,
' so I can relax. iXhe library hours
suit me; 1 doh*;'T '.; that early or
that late."
f^aTBk^ai
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Short story contest - §£fcond place

'Just'
Sammi tidied her frosted brown
hair and adjusted the little nurse cap .
on her head. Watching the old
people ramble about the decorated
rec-room, she stubbed out her
cigarette. "Gotta stop smoking,"
she mumbled.
"Well, there you are!" one of the
other wards yelled from across the
floor. Sammi hung up her coat and
walked over to the women in white
uniforms.
"It's about time you got here,"
one of them laughed, turning down
the volume of a small phonograph
playing an Elvis Presley Christmas
record.
"Yeah," added another, "you
just missed all the fun. We had a hell
of time getting them all down here."
"How- is everything-going? I'm
sorry I'm late, but..."

fpnoto by SCOTT

'Sue'thing music

ADAMSI

Sue Craig. senior, music education major from Maderia, Ohio, a member of
the Concert Choir, practices Handel's "Messiah" for the annual Messiah
concert Sunday at 8 p.m The Concert Choir has been meeting weekly
throughout the semester to prepare for th eperformance.

"So far so good," a middle-aged
woman broke in. She kept her eyes
on the patients while talking to her
friends. "Mrs. Gruber got sick on
the candy - as usual — so we sent her
back to bed. I think they're enjoying
themselves, though. Some Christmas carollers are coming by in just a
little while."
"Well, good." Sammi opened
one of the avacado metal chairs and
sat in it. "You all really fixed this
place up pretty. I remember last year
wc just couldn't get those streamer-

'My Christmas Wish'
I hrcc and a half months had gone *ra rage; proving that I had lost touch
with myself.
bv and I was beginning to realize
I traveled a lot; mostly to small
what the word alone really meant.
towns not far away to countryside*
I had left m> family behind in
left untouched by human imperfecdesperate pursuit of identity. As a
tion. When I began to write, things
writer, I had always written about
seemed distorted and useless. I grew
other people, other lives and other
extremely distressed and bewildered.
situations. I lost contact with myself
Sincc it was getting close to
and the purpose of a sure existence.
Christmas, I tried to write stories on
So I told slum (my wife) that I had
my past experiences at Christmas
10 leave for a while and write about
time. Sometimes things looked up
myself; what I felt about life and its
and I felt a bit of hope. My last few
worth. But she didn't understand
Christmases involved my wife and
and objected to my leaving her and
family and suddenly I was thrown
oui children for any amount of
head-long into a depressed state.
time. The discussion quickly grew
Everything that makes up Christinto a heated argument and I left in

mas reminded me of Shari and the
kids. No one ever gave more to me
than she did. After all, giving with
the heart is the greatest gift of all
and I know that she had given her
entire self to loving me.
I began m find things I searched
lor about myself by studying Shari's
love lor me. A new outlook had
opened the door of my feelings and
it seemed that as fast as I could
W'tue^words that no one has ever
ptlt*tkmn on paper spilled from ipjj,
heart.
When I had drained this stream of
emotion onto the pages I had
written, I decided it was past time to

By Bruce Engle
things to stay up."
"These are the same ones -• so
they ought to look familiar!"
chuckled June, a large, stocky
woman of fifty. June had worked in
the nursing home for years. "Mary
did most of the decorating; don't
you think she did a wonderful job?
Girl, you really have talent."
They all laughed while Mary, who
was new, blushed. "Oh, they're not
so good," she said, looking down.
Sammi brought the attention back
to herself. "I just wanna get out of
here soon; though, Lord knows I'll
be working even harder after I get
home. Sally and her family got in
last night." She lit another cigarette.
"How old is that grandson of
yours?"
"He'll be three next month: on
the sixth. Oh, you should have seen
him last night. We were getting our
tree all fixed up - well, it's just one
of those artificial ones, you know.
Fred and I decided that it was just
too much of a pain to spend half our
Christmas picking up pine needles,
so _we bought one of those big
'put-it-together-yourself trees last
year right after Christmas when
everything goes on sale..."
"Here they arc!!" yelled someone
at the main door. About a dozen
high school students strolled in,
dressed in scarves and mittens. They

The teenagers grouped themselves
by a small decorated tree in a corner
of the large room. As the nurses
aimed patients towards the youngsters, Sammi found one old woman
huddled behind a white-painted
square, brick column. The lady
clutched a wrapped gift in one hand
and a paper cup of Hawaiian Punch
in the other.
"Hey, honey," said Sammi as she
knell down, "you wanna walk over
and hear the carollers? I was here
last -year and thev're real pretty."
The woman retained her blank
stare. "I remember my brothers and
I used to go carolling. There
were...only a few houses near the
farm, though. And John had such a

go home. I had hopes that Shari
would understand that only after
contemplating her feelings about me
could I write about myself, and
more importantly find my identity.
So I w rote to her in the form of song
to try to express my desire for a
reunion of our hearts and minds.
This is the work that I sent to her:
My Christmas Wish
...tell me is it snowing; are
the trees all white? Do you
miss my arms,around you
on thiswintery night? Is the
fireplace glowing with a
soothing light? Do you sit

University Shopping Center

623-0588

nice voice...of course, Peter and I
couldn't sing a note, but everyone
was always..."
"I said, do you wanna come over
and hear them sing?" asked Sammi
in a loud voice.
The singers launched into a
fervent
"Here
We Come
A
Carolling" and then asked for
requests. One lady in a knitted shawl
raised her hand, as if in school.
"I've
alwavs
liked
"Silent
Night."
"Ho." whined a girl with glasses,
"I don'i ihink we have a four-pan
arrangement to that."
"I've
always
liked
"Silent
Night."
June squatted down beside the old
woman and touched her shoulder.
"Well now, honey, they just can'i
do that one. How about "Jingle
Bells?" That's a real pretty one."
' After "Jingle Bells" and "White
Christmas," the singers had some
punch, wished evervone a "very
merry Christmas," and left. Sammi
threw her paper cup in the large
trash can and sighed.
"Well, I guess it's just about time
to get"ever>body to bed."
"But what about their gifts?"
asked Mary.
The
nurses all
laughed
especially Sammi. "Why, I'd jusi
forgotten all about those. Well,
come on! Let's hurry up."

Third place

By Darrell Day

Campus Cinemas 1 • 2

616 Eastern By Pass

held sheet music in green and red
paper folders.
Mary tapped Sammi on the
shoulder. "That lady over there — in
the blue. Is she alright?"
"Oh, her?" Sammi shook her
head and smiled. "You jusi set that
one in front of a T.V. and you won't
have to worry about her for hours!"
"She seems to always have that
vacant stare in her eyes," whispered
Mary curiously, "like she's not
really here."
"Well, I don't know if she got
thai from T.V. or vice-versa. Bui I
gel the biggest kick out of watching
her watch 'The Price is Right.' "

ihere knowing thai I want
>ou tonight? What do you
wani for Christmas? It's
IKM thai far away. Would
sou like me 10 come home?
I could conic to stay. I've
saved some money darling;
we could go away, A linlc
while all b> ourselves before
lhal special day. Thai dav
when
children's
wishes
come true before ihcir eyes.
The gifts all scaled with
kisses and the one big
surprise. W hen Daddy
tells his children lhal he's
come back lo stav. Their

nioniniv won'i be all alone
that's what I could say.
•\nd now wiih snow 'a'
glistening and candles
burning low. I hope your
hcan is listening; m\
Christmas wish to know,
lo come back 10 my
children: be a husband to
ni) wile. And bring back
thai Christmas jo> I've
wants .. through all mv life.

li was not long Before I returned
home 10 find evervone wailing on
me. M\ family understood and I
was ai peace with myself.

recordsmith

623-5058

BEHIND JERRY'S ON THE BYPASS

JrVJ^rflCHOLSOTI JOHN rjELUSHI

GOIN'
SOUTH

ITS TIME TO SET
THE RECORD
STRAIGHT.
I'M FAR
' NAUGHTIER
THAN ANYONE
EVER IMAGINED..

a
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LAST CHANCE TO SEE
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INTERIORS
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The Perfect Gift... A Mid-States Gift Certificate Now on sale

JOSEPH E.LEVWE PRESENTS
MAGIC
ANTHONY H0PKSNS ANNMARGRET
BURGESS MEREDITH EDLAUTER
EXECUTIVE PRODUCER GO. ERKKSON
MUSK BY JERRY GOLDSMTTH
SCREENPLAY BY WUJAM GOLDMAN.
■»— BASED UPON MS NOVEL
PRODUCED BY JOSEPH E LEVWE
AND RICHARD P. LEVME
.» DWECTED BY RICHARD ATTENBOROUGH
l«anf latiaauiia*

OPENING SOON AT A THEATER NEAR voiI. WATCH
YOURLOCAL NEWSPAPER-AlR THEATRE LISTING.

. . . Repeat, A Sellout
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. . . FREE ALIAS T-SHIRT WITH
ALIAS ALBUM
.
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For Dr. Branley Branson,
writing is a way of life
By <;iNNV EAGER
Organizations Editor

Dear Mom and Dad

First semester is 'letter' perfect
My «11 NTHKK J. ZIMMERMAN
Crtiest Writer
Dear Mom and Dad.
Hi! Remember me. I'm your son, the
junior at Eastern Kentucky University?
I'm sorry for not writing all semster
folks, but' life here at Eastern has been
hectic. With the end of the term rapidly
approaching. I thought I'd drop you a
line to say hello and let you know I'll be
home for Christmas.
You know. Mom and Dad. I've really
learned and seen much about life since I
transferred here this semester. Did you
know that cup* of ice water at home
.Eastern football games coat SO cents?
for that Eastern has unique rules
f governing the student body? Like a 135
/ line for jaywalking or a S2S fine for
laying on the ground in the ravine with a.
member of the opposite sex1 Or how
about this, a $5 fine for backing into a
parking space?

Life here is really tough, folks, it's
almost like being home, almost During
the weeks here I've learned how to be
serious about academics, yet I've found
a way to relieve the pressure of college
m a few quaint spots in downtown Richmond I've learned much' Like how not
to get drunk downtown the night before
a big exam and stumble into class the
next morning hung over, thinking the
exam paper was an information card
from the Health ("enter asking what
medication could be given to help my
sickness.
Or learning how to adjust to the
automatic alarm clock the buddies nex.t
door create with their continuous
celebrating l )r determining which easy
classes to take, such as Basket Weaving
I or I nderwater Surveying so my report.
card looks good and makes all of you on
the homefront happv Ah ves. college is

And then there's student life and the
Campus Beautiful. Did you know that
the ratio here for girls to guys is almost
:l to I ? We northerners -never had it so
good The only bad point about that is
that Eastern is a 'suitcase" college and
most of the eligibles depart every
weekend It's like an epidemic hits the
campus, by early Friday evening the
campus looks like a bomb zone. And
then, last but not least, there's the
cafeteria lood What can I say. except
lassie and his Alop would have grave
competition Alas, the semester is
;ilmnst over!
That's how life has been treating me
here at Eastern these past few months. I
look forward to seeing you both and my
friends very shortly. Take care and
please send more money.

Your son.
Moose

tan

The term free-lance writer usually
brings to mind a poor underfed writer
peddling his wares after hours of his
regular job to ogre-like editors in the
publishing world.
Dr. Branley Branson belies all the
myths and mental pictures that float
around about free-lancers. A professor
of biological sciences at the University.
Branson has been writing for around 25
years
"For scientists, writing is a necessity
It's'a tool." he said. "I enjoy writing
"To me that's the key characteristic
lit anyone who's going to be successful
at all in writing," he continued.
"I'm a biologist, both by inclination
and training." Branson said, but this
does not limit his writing He does not
write only for scientific journals and
publications
The self-proclaimed 'people watcher'
has published articles about Kentucky
state parks as well as researching the
Scots family in America He also writes
poetry and fiction.
Branson has written about a vast
range.of subjects, according to him.
"Most things I write about. I'm inlerested in."
He said he believes that if a writer
pursues an idea about something he
isn't interested in. after working with
ihe subject and doing research in the
area, the writer becomes interested
He rarely becomes stifled and at a
loss for words in his writing because he
claimed. "I don't bore easily."
Nevertheless, he did admit he occasionally slows down
Branson writes constantly, he said
that he does some sort of writing every
night. Even his vacations are spent
taking pictures and learning about
places and things which he might
someday turn into a sellable article

With all these irons in the fire, most
people would be in a constant state of
chaos But Branson insists that he is
organized, actually over-organized.
His office contradicts this as it is filled
with filing cabinets stuffed full, book
shelves overflowing to the floor, big jars
filled with strange looking specimens
and a desk piled high with papers
But he knows exactly where
everything is and why it is there. He
works on several different things at
once and this is the reason his desk is so
full But everything in his office has a
specific place in his work.
Branson usually has several different
articles in the making at one time
Whether it is mailing one off. preparing
photographs for another or the actual
writing of even another he is doing
something at all times
But he said that he usually finishes
writing one complete article before
starting to write another one.
Branson had lots of advice for people
who aspire to be free-lancers. The first
was. "Get a job." The average freelancer earns under $2000 per year Most
make less than that and some make
nothing, according to Branson.
Free-lancing is by nature a hobby.
Branson said and that's what it remains
with him He enjoys his work so much
that he would never quit to pursue a
fulltiaie writing career
"Getting started is the hardest."
advised Branson. "The first article is
hard, the second a little easier and so
on."
He stressed that one must keep at it;
read a lot. observe a lot. learn to orient
the article to the audience one is writing
for All of this is extremely important
according to Branson.
A writer must learn to observe and
record things in his mind more so than
anyone else Through these observations one obtains many ideas and

much insight into human nature, he
said
"Keep working on style, always." Iv
continued Articles should not sound like
a text book or a term paper They should
be interesting to the reader and to do
this they must flow easily Continuity nl
thought is very important for this.
Branson said
.Keeping articles short is another piece
of advice that he had "Most writers
over write." Branson Mid, especially m
the beginning He said that he believes
limiting your articles to around KKKI
words gives you a letter chance at being
accepted by editors
Editors, of course, are the lirst oh
stacles to overcome Writing good query
letters is absolutely essential according
to Branson
He also said. "It doesn't come
overnight, that is unless you're one of
those rare birds who an1 born with a
natural writing talent "
Branson himself is a good piece ol
advice to all people He is successful in
his held of work as well as successful in
his hobby

Attention
foreign students
Any foreign student who is going to
stay at the University during the
Christmas holidays and would want to
visit an American home for a meal and
a visit around or on Christmas Day
should contact .lack T Callender
Any faculty memlier who wishes to
have a foreign student in his home
during the Christmas holidays for a
meal and visit should contact .lack T
Callender
Any foreign student planning to leave
Ihe country during the holiday season
should contact Jack T Callender '622
14461 for an 1-20 (or DSP-66. if ap
plica tile before leaving school

CHRISTMAS TIME IS A TIME OF GIVING.
We want to help your gifts go further.
(NCOUOftATBp
i-,r-

»■

Shop Lermans and recieve a gift
from us. *2 off Mens' Wrangler & Levis
KKI\(, l\

THIS

LERMANS

\i>

$2 (Ml OH
AM
Open Mon Sal t-8
Sun. 1:30-6:53

Dpwntw^n • M**n »i.

SWK.MIK \T

rOTOTOTOTOT

For Christmas

r
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\

IU.f.1 l.\l<
PRICE'OKFER
KXP1RKS
12/23/78

There are many
ways you can
wear your French
Star Jeans....
Here are a few
ways

Buy yonr second gift
with the money you SAVE.
i. .■-■.-.,

Bring in this ad and recieve
*S Off French Star & Male.

Jeff
Men's Wear

Great Looking
Sweatering

THE
BOOT
JEANS

iantnn blonds put* Shetland wool
kwrth jus* enough Patron' poiyestor to
pnake their Scotch Tumbler" collection
fed looking and long lasting J»nt,-en
*
a name synonymous with sweats!
craftsmanship for mote th.in 50 years
At prices you can relate to vest $14.
crewneck $'.6. caidigan $22

By French Star

Downtown Main Street
. Richmond

wtowstrmmG*-

^.^.f^ir.'lr?rrm?gfi{k:lt:lt'k'li'?i.^i:t.:i

Jantzen*' r "af '■» 'm "

mmimirw&vwR -smsrirTO
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THE STORES THAT GIVE YOU MORE. .
Save Monev Shopping Downtown Richmond
a®"#Jri'jr,i ■jgjfigr.j,"- EEBM|
■&: '■ m,.•••.■
—^
Garland Jctt, -rTT> R Hall, and Lermans
I
are offering discounts to everyone that stops in with the above ads

.•y^^-^&Ci-..
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'Quick, the door! J Gathering allof their K>ut fry as they mi'^ht, the crfoor
Weeding the princesses learning, WFree the. princess'- ItOhmggoshfiUKkTitzJt .
I /kO©@@P like f.. ano/ '/)al /s
|sfrength the two Z»S | would not budge ftt«n an inch,
to rescue the
our hero's turn to face ...
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there to do ...*
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if« read the signs o^ong^lscuung open and thusuias Iwas a former magic-store owner )he/d
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|6Jh at ?^ Wavflfam^ can't come right now)'
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harsh as toilet paper
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5he's escaping"-
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Oh oh- Time
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idiot ot a beast.
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|to leave..
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not*.
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Up the-staircase "they
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Onto the bridge

u»hich JMpported

the bridge...

ran until ttiey reached

budge ; Lord Jdbic stops from his pocket, he peals

the monster fell,

th« door of the dark

and turns to face the

his noae striking

tower.

monster.
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it and throws th« pttl'ne
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,jp....JOn the of her side of
bridge
It's all over...
Il«t« go home.'"
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which -supported
the castle .
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' Good it's open.That means *r«.
tpr, «<.«•> riai come +Ku ct/dy
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Prine prime spring concert
IH IIOBIN I" VTHI
sutf Writer

According to Daugherty. official
"Spirit Day" will take place Saturday
afternoon. Jan 20. when Eastern plays
Skip DauRherty. Director of Student
Kast Tennessee in ^ televised game
Activities, spoke at the ! Student
\ss*rtatioti's last meettriR'' of the .Also., during. Easterns aami With
^"fmester Dec. 3 Daugherty reported Western Kentucky University Feb. 5,
there will be a "Student Organizations
that negotiations \\ith the group Boston
Day."
"didn't work out" for a concert in
Both days will include banner contests
December.
Up did say. however, that Centerboard in the dorms The purpose of these days
is presently negotiating with the will be "to generate some spirit." said
Daugherty.
Marshall Tucker Band for a concert in
In executive reports. Student Senate
January and with the group Heart for a
President Steve Foster and Vice
mid-February concert.
John Cooper thanked
•John Prine will be here either on President
Jan. 18 on- Jan. 20." continued senators for the work they bad done this
semester
Daugherty. "I feel like we're going to
"A big majority of you people will be
liave three major concerts in the
coming back." said Cooper. "We hope to
spring "'

get in full gear at our next meeting."
looking back over this fall semester.
Foster reported that the senate has
passed, three ^constitutional amendment»«hat will ge^toefore the Board of
Way at thefr next meeting
"Concerning discussion of the
physical education proposal." said
Foster. "1 have sent a letter to Fred
Darling, co-chairman of the department
of phys ed."
Foster will be meeting with the
chairmen to discuss the proposals the
senate presented.
"I'll report to you on this next
semester and let you know where we
stand." replied Foster.
Foster later opened up the floor for
discussion between senators on projects

•^2^
JL.

CKtttab.

Sigs host 'Hanging
of the Greens'
for next semester Some of the items (Continued from oago 1)
"Whether they've had a rough night
members of the senate will be working
on during the spring will be more social the night before or not." said Donald
events scheduled on weekends, open Smitn. the Registrar for the University
house titottrs. parking prttmefn?. doom,, ,axxL,cy director for the event, "they're
problems aqd 24-hour study areas. . , • always there by 8 and ready to go."
Smith said he's "always pleased with
These items were'"all suggested by
students to the senate on their door-to- their enthusiasm" every year
He and Aimee Alexander, an
door campaign.
Academic Affairs Chairman Alan Associate, Professor of English have
Morris remarked that his committee been directing the 'hanging' for the past
will he "looking in the bookstore's book- nine years.
This year's celebration will begin
buying
policy
and
academic
bankruptcy."
Sunday at 4 p.m. with a candle
Chris Kremer. Council of Academic
procession and hanging of the greens,
Alfairs. informed senators that this
"ihat probably won't last much longer
semester's change in pre registration
than 15 minutes." said Smith.
requirements will not necessarily
... Sixty to seventy girls from the
apply for the spring semester.

University, dressed in white robes will
hang the greenery in the entrance of
Keen Johnson and immediately
following, the rest of the hour-long event
will take place.
a»> .
There will he Christmas songs,
readings fronv'lhe scriptures bv
students, a lecture by guest speaker the
Rev Ted Nicholas and at theclosinR. the
Renediction done by Sigma Nu
president. Aubrey Tycer.
And as the tradition goes', most of the
Sigma Nus will watch in the background
as a bit of Christmas spirit is added to
the (Mvarsity atmosphere
As Sigma Nu. Doug Fruchtenicht
describes it. "it's like transforming a
regular room into a Christmassy place
It's really beautiful."

ANITA'S BRIDAL
BOUTIQUE
Beauty Salons
Cordially Invites You to Attend Our

"Grand Premiere"

Services Available
' Wedding Acess.
- Bridal Attire
-• Tuxedo Rental
» Prom Gowns
^Photography
^ Holiday Dresses
' Invitations

FREE WEDDING
CONSULTATION

Of Holiday Hairstyles & Fashions

EKU DRY CLEANERS

Lexington Mall Lobby

Special

Sun. Dec. 10

Sweaters Dry Cleaned

2:00 to 4:00pm

to Perfection

Th« stylists in our four McAlpin's Salons hove
created 80 of the most exciting up to date
holiday hair styles for you. We will be
showing a wide variety for all ages. Come

for

out for a Sunday afternoon treat and bring
along your friends.

c

POWELL CENTER

Sfi

MCATDATLSATGMAT
GREOCATVATSAT\
MMBUUIIECFMGFLEXVQE

.4

2

PREPARE FOR:

Door Prizes
Makeup by Redken

$075

NATL DENTAL BOARDS • NURSING BOARDS
'

1

/>i*~r. ~-3rtoinment Perfotn^ **
Jeff CloveU & Martha Works of*
Studio One.

Ijjajnblo Program a Hours

There IS a difference!!! '

>''•* '

fiffc*%tt "

MCAT Holiday Compact
W KAPLAN n
Sum Dae, 21, 1978
^t«ouc*TioinM.c*NTes
Call 587-5202
-SI \W
***' *"t»»»»'K>N

- -

Outside N.V. State Only Call TOM fKl MO-22J-I7I2
Ctnlrri in Htm u> Clllti Toronto, rwrlo Mco intf Uftno. s»ii/«runo

"
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Sports
Colonels

can Flyers after
double dumping in Missouri
RyKBNTlNOLEV
Sports Kditor
Dayton's hoop team, which was rated
in the top twenty in a preseason Sports
Illustrated poll, invaded Alumni
Coliseum this past Monday night and
received the surprise of their young
lives
Eastern'! scrappy Colonels had not
healen the Flyers in four seasons but the
lime had come The Colonels had just
come off a double loss in the Show Me
Classic in Missouri and they weren't
about to lose another game like the one
Friday night against Missouri.
Kenny Klliott. the senior guard, keyed
a comeback that saw Eastern come
from nine points down, when he dropped
two free throws with the minimum

Dale has been playing very well
lately."
The victory over Dayton was an extra
plus considering the two losses which
the Colonels had suffered over the
weekend in Missouri. The Missouri loss
was especially painful as they let a five
point lead with two minutes slip away
and finally lost the game when Brad
Droy dropped in a seven foot jumper
with three seconds to play.
The Missouri game was much like
Monday's Dayton game except with the
opposite result. The game was tied ten
different times but the Colonels had to
overcome a seven point deficit in order
to take a five point lead before some
questionable calls killed the Colonels
chance to win the classic.
In the consolation game, the Colonels
took on Alabama - Birmingham and exUCLA coach Gene Bartow. The Colonels
played tough against the boys from
Dixie but tired in the second half after
clinging to a two point halftime lead.
The final outcome was an 11 point
Alabama win.
Tillman was the high man for Eastern
with 25 while Elliott was the only other
Colonel to crack double figures. The
Colonels kept the rebounding even but
ipnoto by STEVE BROWN)
EASTERN KENTUCKY (72)
still managed to launch 23 more shots
Ed Byhre sets up the Colonel a t tack as
Jones 11 2-3 24. Tierney 0 0-0 0. Jenkins than their opponents. The game was he positions some players from the
3 1-2 7. Tillman 7 4-5 18. Joiner 1 2-2 4. virtually won at the line as Alabama hit sidelines.
Moore n n-o o. Merchant 4 0-0 8. Elliott 2 28 of 31 free throws including a streak of
23 in a row.
4-5 R. Williams I 1-2 3
Tillman was high man for Eastern in
Dayton (70)
Zimmerman 7 3-4 17. Paxson 8 5-8 21. the one point loss with 21 points. Jones
Montague I 1-2 3. Kanieski 9 1-3 19. and Donnie Moore also hit double
UPCOMING EVENTS
Pohlman 20-14. Morrison00-00, Lee3 0- figures scoring 14 and. 13 respectively
The
Colonels
lost
the
game
despite
BuhnbiH IMen'sl
0 6. McNally 0 0-0 0. Harris 0 OO 0.
Butler - Alumni Coliseum
7:30
Dec 9
out rebounding Missouri and also getting
Gorney 0 0-0 0.
p.m.
Halftime
Eastern 30. Dayton 30. off 15 more shots than there victorious
Dec 16 ■ North Carolina - Charlotte - Away
Fouled out None Total fouls - Eastern opponents.
Dae 20-21 - Wollpack Classic - Raoo. Nav.
INavada - Rano. Fraano St., Georgetown.
20. Dayton 17 Att. 5.800 est.
COLONEL CORNER: The Colonels D.C.. EKU1
But the Colonels were the ones who played their best defense of the season
Jan. 3 - Toledo ■ Away
were giving the fans something to cheer Monday night as they held Dayton to 70
about They refused to die down the points. The Colonels tenacious defense
Dec 8-9 - Jicrm Madiaon Invitational
stretch despite a nine point deficit with combined with a very vocal Coliseum
Tournament - Harriaonburg, Va.
8:11 to play The Colonel fans were crowd to rsttle the Flyers.
Jan.
6 ■ Kentucky - Away
constantly being brought to their feet by
The Colonels have departed with
Jan. 8 - Middle Tannasaaa - Away
the slamdunks of Dale Jenkins and Vic tradition this year as they have gone
Jan. 10 ■ Miami - Away
Merchant and expecially one play by undefeated at home (3-0) while losing
Uymneatic* iMenTI
James Tillman.
Dae. 9 ■ Miami, Bowling Green. Kant St. •
both games they have played on the
Away
The Flyers had an easy breakaway road.
Gymnastic* IWoman'al
and it looked like an easy hoop for
The Colonels have been consistently
Away
V astern IHtnpis
Dae. i QfJ M Wf—*"
Dayton but as the shot went up so did shooting 45 per cent over the last three
nmlng
Swrmm
Tiliman Just as the ball touched the games while their opponents have been
Jan. 6 - Tannasaaa Relays Away
backboard. Tillman pinned it against shooting in the 55 per cent range, but the
Swimming Schedule
Dae. 2 ■ Morns Harvey Relays - Away
the glass and ripped it down in one Colonels have been getting off many
Jan. 6 - Tannasaaa Relays - Away
motion as the fans went wild.
mjJWLaJiots *an *•»«"" opponents.
Fab. 3 • Kentucky - Combe Netetorium
Eastern was finally blessed with a
Fab. 16 - Indiana St. ■ Combe Netetorium
James Tillman and Bruce Jones
solid performance at center as Dale
Fab. 17 - Ohio State - Away
Jenkins hauled down 15 rebounds and continue robe the offensive ringleaders
Fab. 22-24 - Ky. Intercollegiate Swim
for
the
Colonels.
Champs.'Away
scored seven points. Byhre commented.

amount of net to untie the score with
three seconds showing on the clock.
. The free throws gave Eastern a 72-70
victory and a 3-2 record for the season.
The loss dropped Dayton to 2-1.
How does it feel to finally steal one
away from the other team? "It feels
lovely.'' said Eastern's high man Bruce
Jones after he scored 24 points and
dished out five assists "I just took my
shot." said Jones. "I was just fortunate
that I had a good night. We had to go to
someone because they were looking for
James (Tillman)."
Jones made the Colonels go as he hit
11 of 18 shots: most from the 20-foot
range. Most of Jones' shots came in the
clutch as the Flyers played tough
defense on the Colonels top scorer
Tilman.
The battle at the Coliseum was
everything a fan could ask for. The
game was tied nine different times
including the 30-30 half time deadlock
The fans were also a big factor as the
estimated 5.800 could not keep quiet or
sealed "I was so pleased by the
crowd." said Colonel boss Ed Byhre. "I
want to personally thank all the students
who came out."

FREE TIME marks
new season; one
that gridders
can bear
Keillor's Note: The author is a
memhrr of Eastern's football team and
feels that this story affords an "inside
anKle" to members of the football team
In the off season. Mr is a broadcasting
major and a journalism minor from
Cincinnati.

By STEVE FLETCHER
Guest Writer

Teammates Rickie Rhodes, Gary
Thomas, and Darryl Lawson enjoy
perching themselves on the lobby couch
and watching the soaps- especially "All
My Children."
Meanwhile. Stan Mitchell stations
himself in his room, challenging anyone
(and everyone) to a game of
backgammon. And David Booze invariably accepts.
Big Dave Neal and Danny Hope might
occasionally pick up a pool stick, just as
Tom Nix arid Bruce Cox will do battle on
the ping-pong table.

Now that football season is over, at
least for Eastern, we players can
concentrate on a mini-season called
FREE TIME. This is the six to eightweek period between our last game,
About the only activity that all players
ending in late November, and our winter participate in (if not enjoy I is studying.
conditioning program, beginning in During the season, we were occupied
mid-January.
each day from 2:30 to 6:00 in the evening
- now we can study during those hours;
Free Time is sacred. It is the only now we don't have to worry about
interval during the school year in which 'cramming' before the 10:30 p.m.
there is
no practice,
weight curfew.
lifting, or running. It's a time to relax.
Perhaps Dean Stucky summed up free
How do we spell relax? Sophomore time the best when he said, "Sometimes
Will Parson spells it with music. He and I sleep a little, or do some studying, or
roommate Dale Patton can usually be just goof around. I just enjoy being able
found in their quarters, taking it easy to to do what I feel like doing, when I feel
the mellow sounds of Roy Ayers or like doing it."
Peabo Bryson.
Amen.

Scoreboard

(photo by STEVE BROWN)

Ed Byhre. Eastern's head hoop coach,
let's go with a hard right after the
Colonels had upset Dayton 72-70

Give him clothes that becomes

MEN'S WEAR

COLONEL SCORING

J. Tremen
B. Jonas
0. Bootcheck
V. Merchant
L. Joiner
K. Elliott
D.Moore
D. Jenkins
C Williams
D. Tierney
D. Haney
D. Jenkins

Pta.
123
76
17
36
34
31
30
28
24
9
2
0

Avg.
24.6
162
85
7.2
68
6.2
6.0

Reb
27
10
7
30
29
6
17
34
15
6
0
4

6.6

4.8
2.3
2.0
0.0

Avg.
S.4
2.0
3.6
60
58
1.2
3.4
6.8
30
1.5
00
4.0

Jan. 13 - NUnola St.. Northwestern, Loyola Away
Jan. 13 • ETSU Relays - Away
Jan. 27 - Ohio St.. Virginia - Away
Fab. S 10 - Meson Dlxon Gamaa - Away
Fab. 16-17 - OVC Indoor Champ. - Away
Fab. 23-24 - Illinois Classic - Away
Mar. 3 - MTSU taw. - Away
Mar. B-1Q ■ MCAA Champtonehlc - Away
DIVISION (AA PLAYOFFS
Dae. 9
Massachusetts vs Nevada - Rano
Dec. 9 Florida A&M va. Jackson St.

Next To Burger Queen

136 East Main

Fast/ Free Delivery
CO/l.'iil'iil Free Cokes with
Oa«4 .t4.t«» delivery just as*'

while
they last

8 Track Tapes

6535

Archies Upper Crust
263 Esst Main Street
Richmond. Kentucky

Lowest Price* in Towm
No. 4 Portar Plara
623-0302

Penny Pincher Restaurant

SERVING OUTRAGEOUS SANDWICHES
EAT IN
TAKE OUT
FREE DELIVERY

W. THIRD
AND
MAIN ST.

FREE DELIVERY 624-2435
SUBMARINE SANDWICHES
REGULAR
SANDWICHES

EXTENDS A CHRISTMAS INVITATION
TO ALL STUDENTS
10% OFF On All New Items Including

IncludM Lettuct>. Tomato, Onion, Cti—
Sononing and our own Top Secret OreMlnf.

HAM ••MMSSI

5

Rolling Stones
Chaka Kaha
Shic
Chicago

Tad Nugent & Billy Jowl

Richmond

SUB CENTER

• 2 eggs, bacon, coffee & grits

fMitsiti.s | .45••••••••••• • •••••••• aba ■ Vi
•••••••••Illl I .45»e>»>»»»*>«««»

SALAMI(Genoa)....'.
ROAST BEEF.
TURKEY.
LIVERWORST.
TUNA
•
CHEESE

*

8-12
Celebrate Finals Week

Big HI Av«.

MIXr IJ.s.ss.ii

Pink Floyd
Bob Seger
Botton
Elton John

Tuesday, Dec. 12th
Is
49'ers Night

CLIBRO BRRUD

1.45
1.45
1.45
1.45.
i...... 1.45
1.45.

•••

• L-K's Warm December Days
Oh Girl Sandwich Bowl of homemade veg. soup
• Fish Lover's Delight
L-K'A.tf sty perch all you can eat

"DIET THING" A CHEF'S
Portions ot Roast Beat, Ham,
Turkey, Salami and Swiss Cheeei
on a bad of Lettuce and Tomato
Slices and your choice of
Oreaslns
.»i.«9

-: LSOURS

iflam to 12prr.

•i-Rf-

SUNDA V

1
V

1 .69

• Daily Specials Mon. - Fri. Choice of 3 vegetables

2.10
2.10
2.10
2.10
2.10
.....2.10
2.10

• e e a a - • a ■

WEIGHT WATCHERS SPECIAL

SIDE ORDERS
. CO1"1- SPRUE. TAB.............
' ^^CEWru.-.-wri OR ICE TEA
,
COFFEE..... •.••••* •••••••••••'
ASSORTED CHIPS...............
•'
HOT PEPPERS....'J.....•••.....•..05v
, KOSHKL PICKLE SLICE
CHILI......................... ;.es.
TO 5SE CVS A LAD................ .45

V

ftWoRD:*
QQ WHILE
THEY LAST
♦4
ALBUM SPECIAL

a part of your life.

ROAST BEEF.
1.24
TURKEY
.1-24
HAM
".
1-24
HAM & CHEESE
1.34
SALAMI (Genoa)
.1-24
SALAMI & CHEESE
1.34
LIVERWORST.
I;14
TUNA SALAD
"24
CHEESE..*........1.14

AW,

Women's Bsiketbill Schedule
Nov. 27 - Tannaasee - Home
Nov. 29 - Indiana - Away
Dae. 1 - Northern Kentucky • Away
Dae. 4 - Morenead St. - Away
Dae. 8 9 - Jemee Madiaon Invitational
Herrieonberg, Va.
Jan. 6 - Kentucky • Away
Jan. 8 - Middle Tennessee - Away
Jan. 10 - Miami - Away
Jan. 13 - Austin Peey - Home
Jan. 16 - Murray St. - Home
Jan. 18 - Louisville - Home
Jan. 20 • Tennessee Tech - Home
Jan. 22 - Kentucky - Home
Jan. 24 - Northern Kentucky - Home
Jan. 27 - Moralised St. - Home
Jan. 29 • Western Kentucky - Away
Fab. 1 - Louiatnaa - Away
Fab. 3 - Weetern Carotins - Home
Fab. 5 - Western Kentucky - Home
Fab. 8-10 - OVC Tournament - Home
Fab. 12 - Murrey St. - Away
Fab. 14 - Dayton • Away
Fab. 17 - Ohio St. - Home
Fab. 19 - Tannasaaa Tech . Away
Fab. 23 - Manors St. - Away
Feb. 24 • Southern retools - Away
Mar. 1-3 - KWIC Large CoSaga Champa
Bowling Green, Ky.
Mar. 8-10 - AIAW Region II Tour.
KnoxvlSe. Tenn.

1* Record Shop

For this Christmas Season

Served on White. Rye
nr wnoii Wheet Breed.
Lettuce, Tomato, Mayo.
Musterd or Onion on
Request. 10c extra

Mar. 1-3 - Midwest Indapandant Swim
Champs. - Away
Mar. 22-24 • NCAA Division I Champa.

$

1.99
'2.49

Got The Late Nite Munchies

•
V-

OELIVEKY

-ZZ^xolSr, - MINrMUM W.TJ.

Penny Pinther Restaurant is Open 24 Hrs. Except Sunday

'^e Wish'^oii A Safe & Happy HoHcfc^1
*

•■
■
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Knowledge, control .consistency; Grieb returns
Lady Cagers lack offense
all necessary in a
on way to Madison Invitational
quality official
Bv DAWN PERRY
SUff Writer
Contrary to popular belief, intramural
officiating isn't an easy task. Jim Lewis,
a senior physical education major from
i-ancaster. Ohio can vouch for that.
"I had a guy swing at me once," said
l.ewis. "When arguments start during
the game." Lewis said. "I throw both
players out of the game without
reservation." According to Lewis, Intramural participants tend to complain
a lot. "They complain for the sake of
complaining. They want to let you know
that they are on the field."
Lewis said. "Intramural participants
don't realize all the qualifications that
are necessary to be a good official."
In addition to having a thorough
knowledge of the game rules, an inrramural official must be consistent in
his calls and have complete control of
I he game.
Lewis said, "The most important
thing is consistency. If you let one
person get away wiith something, you
have to let the others get away with it."
Physical education majors are
required to officiate intramurals.
"Because the class is required, some
officials are just doing it because they
have to. Sometimes this causes unfair
calls because they are not paying close
attention to the game." commented
I-ewis.
Despite the fact that some intramural
officials are there because they have to
be. Lewis said. "Most of the officials are
dedicated and want to do the best job
they can."
Usually the players are pretty
cooperative. Lewis said. "There has
been times when the players know more
then I do about the game. But they
realize that officials are human too and
are capable of making mistakes."
"You learn with experience." observed Lewis.
According to Lewis, "The intramural
department is one of the best around.
Wayne Jennings is the best intramural
coordinator you'll find."
Wayne Jennings, the intramural
director commented. "There are three
qualities that make a good official,
consistency, knowledge of game rules,
and knowledge of mechanics, that is
being at the right place."
Jennings feels that the majority of the
officials posess those qualities although
he realizes that there are those that only
do "enough to get by."

Jennings is in complete agreement
with Lewis about fights between players
' during the game. Jennings said. "They
should be thrown out of the game. It's
just a game and there is no reason for
fighting."
Intramurals are designed for enjoyment through competitive athletics
for the students, and as Lewis observes.
"Fighting during games destroys the
whole purpose of intramurals."
Rick Bibbins is a member of the Beta
Theta Pi fraternity and frequently
participates in intramurals.
"The key to a good official is if he
hustles It's the only way an official can
make a good call. If he hustles he can
see the plays." said Bibbins.
Ribbins has been thrown out of a game
before. He said. "I was hostile at first
but once the game was over I realized I

deserved it."
Ribbins feels that most of the hostility
towards officials takes place during the
games. •'Once the game is over, it's
usually forgotten." Hostility occurs
during the game because of competitiveness. Nobody likes the feeling
thai they may be losing
Bibbins thinks the quality of officiating in intramurals is excellent
"I've Wotliai that officials progress
through the year. In the fall, they have
some problems but by the time spring
rolls around, they have gained the experience needed to be a good official."
Even though officiating is a tough job,
I^ewis said. "It's rewarding when
participants tell you that you have
called a good game."
Calling a fair game is what it's all
about.

By ROB SANDERS
Staff Writer

Carrying a dismal 1-3 record,
Eastern's women's basketball team will
head into the James Madison Invitational tomorrow and Saturday at
Harrisburg, Virginia.
After back-to-back thrashings by
Northern and Morehead on Friday and
Monday respectively, the women took to
the practice floor to work out the bugs in
their sagging offense.
"We're just not generating any offense." said coach Shirley Duncan.
"We've shot 27 and 30 per cents the last
two games, our shooting is just
tfirrible "
Duncan said that she is looking for-
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(ioing into the game Duncan plans to
try to he more offensively minded "We
have to start shooting l>etter and start

i-niiir to the basket
The other first round game pits heist
James Madison versus Marshall
I'niversity.
Some good news for the women
hoopstcrs was the return to practice of
6-1 sophomore Sandy Grieb A starter '
last year. (Jrieb was out for the first
month of the season with torn tendons
Although (irieh is doubtful for this
weekend's tourney. Duncan welcomes
her return "Sandy gives us more depth
at the post position She also gives us
more speed at the position because she
is quicker than our other centers "
Over (he holiday break, the team will
pay visits to Kentucky. OVC co-favorite
Middle Tennessee, and Miami ol Ohio,
returning home tbe 13th to host Austin
IVav

Eels dunk Cardinals;
finish third in Morris Harvey Relays
BvCR AKi COMBS
Staff Writer

Jim Lewis, the senior, ,physicaI education major from Lancaster. Ohio, intently watches the action in a recent intramural volleyball game. Lewis has
learned through experience that officiating is a lot easier than it looks

ward to Ihis weekend's tournament.
"This will he the first time since the
Tennessee game that we will have
played someone who hasn't scouted us
We will not have the things we want to
do taken away from us right away."
She admits though that she is in the
same predicament "I know absolutely
nothing about Western Carolina
i Eastern's first round opponent i
Having returned to the large school
division just this year. Western Carolina
boasts one of the top teams in the
Carolina! for the last five or six years.
Says Duncan. "All that 1 do know about
them is that they are well coached "

Eastern's Eels opened their regular
season swim schedule last weekend with
a victory over the University of
l .nii-vi lie and a third place finish in the
Morris Harvey Relays.
Eastern dunked U of L Friday 65-«.
then traveled to Charleston. W V and
finished a disappointing third behind
Kentucky and Western Kentucky.
Coach Dan Lichty expressed surprise
over Western's win in the Relays,
stating. "We thought Western was down
a little more than they showed, they
have much more balance than we
thought."
In the win over lxHiisville. Eastern
swept firsts in every event except the
sprint freestyles. the 50 and 100 yard
distances leading the Eel blitz of 11 of
13 events were Ron Siggs. with a first in
the 20li free and a member of the winning 440medley relay; Kent Pleasants.
with wins in the 200 individual medley
and 500 free; and diver Scott Barber,
who won both the one and three meter
diving.
Garnering the player-selected. Eel of
the Meet honors for outstanding performance was Mike Machuzak.
Machu/.ik set a U of L Crawford Pool
IITHIII in the 1000 yard freestyle, winning by over twenty seconds in 10:24.1
Coach Lichty was pleased with the
results, stating, "this meet gave'Us the
opportunity to see some of our younger

swimmers and how they would di."
At Morris Harvey, where the events
were exclusively relays. Lichty felt,
"there were some good individual
performances, hut we just couldn't
seem to put it all together " He added.
"We've lieen training hard and the hoys
might be swimming a little tired."
John Meisenheimer was named Eel of
ihe Meet with a 1:45.6 in his 200 yard
Iree style leg and Chris Gray. Ray

House and Dennis Bright also turned in
Hood swims Coach Lichty termed the
rest of the swims, "just average."
however
Standings in the university division at
Morris Harvey were: Western 112:
Kentucky 102: Eastern 84; Marshall 72
ami A|>palachian St. 38.
Eastern travels to Nashville to take on
Vanderhill and Georgia Southern in
their next meet this Friday

Intramural highlights
The Intramural Department has just
announced the Faculty Racquetball
Doubles Champions Bob Ciolek and
Bay Ochs defeated Boh Genthner and
(iene Strange lor the All-University
Faculty Championship
In the racquetball singles championship. Hector Diodonet of the Independent Division defeated Jeff Sproat
of the Fraternity Division for the AllI'niversity Championship
Sue Edmonds defeated Claudia Mapes
for Ihe women's All-University
Championship
The Turkey Trot Jog featured Wanda
Curtsinger as Ihe women's division
winner Emory Bower was the faculty
division winner while Tom Eaton look

second at 4-2 League B had GDI "G"
tied with PIT Broadways as both have a
5 1 record League C is led by While
Trash with a spotless 6-0 record but T.F
Much is only a game back at 5-1
The Fraternity Division features SX
in sole possession of first place by three
games Their record is 7-1. A tight race
exists in league G as both SAE and
PKA have 7-1 marks

The Fraternity B' league J is led by
TKE and I.XA who both sport 41
records League K features a three way
lie as PDT. TX. and PKA all have 4 1
records
The women's league shows Walter's
Hatl leading Ihe pack in League R with a
Ml mark. League Sis led by ihe. Irish
^he^ol^rfrSrare AW Setters who have a 7-0 record There is a
playing and here are the leaders, three way lie for secorfo"place as the
l-eague A in the Independent division Sneakers! Dead End Kids and the Whiz
shows PIT with a 6-0 record with Vandy Kids all have 5 2 records.
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SPECIAL 29
17 pc. Tool Set
A Great Christmas Present

DEPENDABLE AUTO
SUPPLY CO., INC.
SHOPPER'S VILLAGE

RICH MOM)
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|his Christmas, give them a book
^they can really sink their teeth into.
(M^^fMMMKS^uTI
Ta
VFronv.

Give a bode of McDonald's gift certificates,
and let them sink their teeth into a BigMac™
tmk a Quarter Ppundef'with cheese, #^ an
Egg McMuffirisQ^-all sorts of good things at
McDonald's. Each McDonald's gift certificate
costs 50?. A book often is $5 at participating
McDonald's. So this year, give the Christmas
giftijjjthat's always in good taste. $ Merry
Chnstmas gift certificates! At McDonalds.
WJWH^B"

E«st«rn By Pass
Richmond
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Cager fo&s aren't
*>
getting older;they're P
getting much better

Santa Claus too?

Bv CHRIS I:i .SBKItlt V
Staff Writer

•
One of ihe mosi shocking and
disheartening news stories ever 10
conic oui of the world of sports
occured this past week. Sports fans
.ill over the world were at a loss for
words over this recent tragedy.
\\ hen the free agent re-entry draft
first was instituted, no one had
anticipated what far reaching affects
it could possibly have. Now even the
most hallowed and sacred holiday in
the Christian world
has been
affected by the greed for money.
Yesturdas. in a news conference
held at the Sheridan Park Plaza
Hotel in New York City, Santa "Ho
Ho" Claus announced that he was
playing out his option with the

him in the second; The Great
Pumkin Seeds in the third; and the
South Pole Penquins was (he final
team which felt it had a chance to
sign the great bearded one.
Claus commented that he had no
preference as to which team he
signed for. His only specification to
his agent was take the team that
offered the most money. Claus
stated, "My heart will always be
with the Nordiques but I think it
was time for me to move on and uo
something else."
A reporter at the scene remarked,
"It is the end of an era."
A source close to the Easter
Bunny Bluebonnents revealed that
the Bluebonnents were prepared to
offer Claus a million dollar a year
contract for life.

North
Pole
Nordiques,
citing
contract difficulties as the reason.
Claus who has been with the
Nordiques longer than anyone can
Many people close to the aging
remember, simply staled, "I just
superstar were said to comment that
want to be the highest paid person at
they couldn't picture the old boy
my profession in the world. I've
with floppy ears and delivering
given m> whole life to the Nordiques
Easter eggs. An ex-elf employee
and now they don't want to give me
commented, "I don't think he'll be
what I'm worth."
able to do it. Around Christmas
I he white bearded man in the red
time he'll miss the old times."
and white suit has long since
In a telephone interview with
proved he is the tops in his
Pranccr, one of Claus' teammates
profession. The Associated Press'
children's pole ranks him first in the
and close friend who went on every
one of Claus' trips since the team
nation as . the all-time greatest
was founded,
he said, "Hay,
children's hero.
everyone has to do their own thing.
Claus not only has the children
He gave a lot of good years to the
behind him but the records to prove
team and I respect him for it. As
that he is still tops. He holds the
for me I was getting old anyway. It
world records for circling the globe
was about time for me to call it quits
in a sleigh powered by rcindcar. He
but they were some of the best years
also holds the world record for most
of my life and I'll always thank
chimneys climbed in one night, one
Santa for them."
»
year and in a career. He also tops all
the lists in jolliness, kindness and
Claus built the Nordiques up
being nice to childicn.
from nothing to a thriving mairopHowever, that will all end after
>lis with a world wide following.
this Christmas' when Claus will go to
Although the Nordiques stacked
the top bidder. The Nordiques are
now in search of a replacement for , their lineup with elves, Claus was
the man that made things happen.
their star but stars of Claus' type
He was the sparkplug that kept them
only come around once in a great
on top.
while.
Claus. who founded the NordiThe final words surrounding this
ques and has been immortalized in
tragedy ironically enough come
t hrisimas stories and poems across
from Mrs. Claus when she said,
the world, was drafted by four
"Christmas without Santa Claus is
teams. The Easter Bunny Bluebonlike Pete Rose playing for the
nenis picked the legend in the first
Phillies."
round; the Grinch Stealers picked

m
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them, "quick and aggressive, with good
■*<: i.
depth and balance throughout the
'.IB.!
squad."

With the semester coming to a close
and final exams approaching, everyone
is looking forward to going home and
relaxing over the holidays: everyone
that is. except Eastern's basketball
team.
Ed Byhre's crew heads out on the.road
on a cross country swing over the
Christmas holidays, traveling to
Charlotte. North Carolina, Reno.
Nevada to participate in the Wolfpack
Classic. Toledo. Ohio and Murfreesboro.
Tennessee before returning to the
friendly confines of Alumni Coliseum
hack in mid-January.
The Bulldogs of Butler University
invade the Coliseum this Saturday
Under Head Coach Joe Sexton, the
Bulldogs posted a 15-11 record in 1977-78.
So far in the 78-79 campaign. Butler has
a 1-1 slate which includes an 87-86 victory over a big. tough Ohio State club.
They have also played Missouri, losing
by only 10 points. 79-69 I the Colonels lost
to Missouri 82-81).
The Colonels then head out on the
road, traveling first to North Carolina
on December 16th to face the 49enS and
first year coach Mike Pratt. UNCC is
(photo by STeVCBSOWW)
favored to win the Sun Belt Conference
Dale Jenkins slams one home during the Colonels 72-70 upset of Dayton
and is looking to improve on last year's
Monday night. Jenkins scored seven points and pulled down 15 boards as the
20-7 mark
Colonel center Monday Jenkins is sophomore from Elizabethtown. Ky.
The 49ers are led by guard Chad
Kinch who averaged 17.8 points a game
last year and James "Popcorn" George,
a fW» senior center. Forward Kevin
King's 13.7 scoring clip is also Roue to
he a smooth asset in Pratt's game^|an.
The memory of a 104-62 trouncing by
Charlotte in Coach Byhre's first game
as Eastern mentor in 1976 should loom
Watson on the horizontal bar and Gibson
as a revenge factor in the Colonels
Bv MONICA KEIFER
Mocker, who had his best routine of the
Staff Writer
strategy to knock off the 49ers.
year in floor exercises." Calkin added
Reno. Nevada and the Wolfpack
According to coach Calkin the freshClassic is the Colonels next calling card
The men's gymnastics team started
men gymnast performed very well in
as they take on Nevada - Reno in the
the season off with a second place finish
their first college meet and no one had to
opening round. The Wolfpack should
in a tri-meet with North Carolina State
slart their routine over, which was a
provide a tough challenge to Eastern's
and Georgia Southern University this
first.
balanced attack.
past weekend.
"It's very early in the season so some
Reno has all five starters retufciing
Georgia Southern won the meet
things
need
developing,
but
things
will
scoring 184.65 points. The Colonels were
from a team that went 19-8 in '77-78.
work themselves out as the season goes
second with 168.96 points and North
Also. Coach Jim Carey has his three top
on." Calkin added.
reserves returning as well. According to
Carolina, .finished third with 120.15
The
judging
was
very
strict
and
good
Street and Smith Magailne. the Wolfpoints. which
was
also
why
Calkin
was
so
Tony Weber scored highest for
pack are the logical choice to win the
please
with
the
team's
high
score.
WCAC Conference as S and 8 called
Eastern with 43.50 points in the allThe
Colonels
next
meet
is
Saturday
around competition, good for third place
with
Kent
State
and
Miami
University.
m era I! Michael Smith had 40.1 points
According (o Calkin. Kent State is an
for a fourth place finish and Stan
"up and down" team and last year was
Hewett. Eastern's third all-around man
a down year for them.
had 33.65 points, good for sixth place.

Weber tops

Gymnasts top
NC State in tri-meet

The Wolfpack are led by 6-9 center HI i
'MiEdgar Jones, who averaged 16.2 points a
game iasl year and Johnny High and sr.Iq
Mike Gray were also high points in
Reno's powerful scoring attack, nail
Qjl I
averaging 17 7 and 17 4 respectively.
The other two teams in the Wolfpack i nc
Classic are Georgetown DC who was Ifirll
23-8 last year under coach Jim Thomp- lj
son's guidance, and Fresno Stale who 'nor,
y>i
pasted a 21-6 slate last year, showing a
complete turn around from a 7-20 season irl
/Of 1)1
in 1976-77
After a short break for Santa Claus. net!
the Colonels head for Toledo. Ohio to do • sir)
Oil I
battle with Bob Nichols' Rockets on
January 3. The Rockets have posted >.I
21-6 records each of the past two seasons nj'i.'
but have been ignored by both of the dltq
iwcd
post season tournaments.
Six foot five Harvey Knuckles (14.3) M
Stan Joplin 110.3) and Dick Miller 110.7) •pt:
are the mainstays of the Toledo team -JHthai is known for its physical size and jiBn
wad
well disciplined play.
The Colonels then open their quest for ills:
the OVC crown on January 8th. at 191(1
Middle Tennessee. The Blue Raiders .«) I
were the regular season champions last KI
year and seem a good bet to challenge ■jfllc
I 9'1
for the title again.
Jimmy Earle's squad posted an 18-8 iirth
mark in '77-78; 10-4 in conference play v*i:
and were led by AII-OVC forward Greg ■'}
.loyner. Joyner averaged 16.5 points a joo-.
game and last year twice single- 1901'handedly beat (he Colonels scoring 26 H-K!
points in a 93-86 win at Alumni Coliseum
and 14 in a 74-73 overtime (hriller a(
Murphy Center.
Another addition (o Earle's unit is 6-8
Nate "'he Skate" Kates from Kilgore.
Texas Junior College who is expected lo
lake up the slack left by Sleepy Taylor,
who graduated and look his 18.2 average
with him.
This five game road schedule figures
to be the toughest test for the Colonels
all season and if Byhre's boys can come tnan
through relatively unscathed, the Month
of January will bring. Eastern back to
the Coliseum for five consecutive home
games Which, should simply make .or
break the Colonels and their quest for
the OVC Championship

"Quote of the week"

"All three of our all around men
scored ahead of North Carolina's first
man
which
is
quite
an
accomplishment." commented Coach
Jerry Calkin.
"I was also very pleased with Guy

But he added. "We aren't going to
take them lightly."

Miami is getting stronger every year
so "we don't know what to expect of
them" according to Calkin..
The Colonel first home meet will be
Jan. 13 against Miami
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"Sometime I sleep a little, or do some studying or just goof around. I just
enjoy being able to do what I feel like doing when I feel like doing it."
Dean Stucky. AII-OVC offensive guard on Eastern's football team on his offseason activities.
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Organizations

Men and
women
work
together
for dorms

KAs take a chance
for MD victims
Bv NANCY HATHAWAY
StaffWrher

K) C.INNY EAGER *
Organizations Editor
l.ike its male counterpart, the
Women's Interdormitory Council is
mainly concerned with dealing with
problems in the women's residence
halls
Hut according to Carla Suerdieck,
vice president, that is not all the
"realisation does. Working with Men's
Interdorm. they sponsor activities for
charities
This fall they jointly had the
halloween Monster Bash, which "waa
really successful." according to
Suerdieck
There are about :i0 lo 40 members on
Women's Interdorm When students are
elected lo hall councils in the dorms
each fall, the president is automatically
a member of interdorm Plus there are
one to three interdorm representatives
elected from each dorm The number of
interdorm reps depends upon the size of
the dorm.
These women make up the body of the
organization. In the spring, officers are
elected lo the Interdormitory Board for
the following year There are 7
executive officers elected, president,
vice president, secretary-treasurer and
tour al large members.
In order to become an executive officer, one musl be a member of interdorm for at least one semester.
Another project that the two inlerdorms had this year was the Ohio
Valley 1OVC1 Conference workshop on
Nov lu-12 The workshop, open to all
residence hall councils in the Ohio
Valley Conference region, was centered
around innovation, communication and
participation
Suerdieck said. 'That went over real
well," she continued to say that she
believed everyone involved with the
conference learned something from that
weekend.
Both the Men's and Women's Interdorms have changed a lot in recent
years and they have definitely been
changes for the better, said Greg Ryan,
president of Men's Interdorm.
Bach group does its own thing, according to Suerdieck. but they do work
very well together on the charitable
projects
In the spring the two organizations
plan In have their annual Las Vegas
Night in the grill The proceeds from
most of their activities are donated to
the Madison County Foster Parents
Association.

I
The Little Colonels entertain the crowd at a home ball
game with pom-pom routines. Co-captain. Maria Lawson

Alpha Epsilon Rho has an
active first semester
By NANCY SPENCER
Staff Writer
Alpha Epsilon Rho is the National
Broadcasting Honor Fraternity, according to Jeff Cole, vice president.
Cole said the members of AERho first
got together last semester and got
organized However, their charter was
not approved until the beginning of this
semester Sue B rot hen. a broadcasting
instructor in the department of Mass
Communications, is their advisor.
Membership presently consists of
seven students. 16 professionals and

Rushing, is a word used by Greek
organizations to describe the rimes
when prospective new members are
invited to meet the sororities. This
spring semester, rush open houses will
be held Jan. 14. IS. 22. and 23. All nine
sororities. Alpha Delta Pi. Alpha Kappa
Alpha. Alpha Gamma Delta, Chi
Omega. Delta Sigma Theta, Kappa
Alpha Theta. Kappa Delta. Phi Mu. and

Pi Beta Phi will be hosting a one-hour
open house in Kennamer, Jaggers or
Herndon Lounge (Powell Building) on
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four alumni. Cole said they were looking
for new members and have sponsored a
new member drive. They are planning
to sponsor an induction for new members soor.
Cole said that the purpose of the
organization was to get the broad
casting students together that meet the
qualifications
To be eligible for membership, one
must have completed 12 hours of
broadcasting classes with a "B"
average in broadcasting. One class

must be a production course and
members must maintain a "C" average
in all courses. Members also need the
recommendation of two faculty
members.
This semester they have attended
some regional conferences along with
other chapters At these conferences.
Cole said they talked about what they
are doing and saw what other schools
are doing.
Cole said that the organization was a
chance "for broadcasters to get
together and have one voice."

Rush week set for next term

218 S. Porter Dr.

♦

(white uniform) gives the crowd a big grin as her and the
other captain lead the squad in the drill

'■'*■< INDEPENDENT
OPTICIAN

these days. Check the FY1 and bulletin
boards for exact times.
Sororities encourage their members
to participate actively in events on
campus and in the community.
Sororities boast many members of such

forganizations

and honoraries as
Women's Interdorm. Collegiate Penlacle. Who's Who. Association of Law
Enforcement, departmental honorary
societies, women's sports. Student
senate, etc

Sororities dettl stilll
jilt! ^o
^our individuality, thay afler you another
dimension of involvement. Sorority life
is living with a smaller, more closely
knit group of people who share similar
interests and ideas. Living with other
women who personally share your interests and aims, creates an atmosphere in which you can make
lifelong friends, strengthen your
character, develop your qualities of
leadership, improve your scholarship
and enhance your personality.
YOU'RE INVITED! ,

It's one of the most feared diseases
around and for some it has taken over
their lives. Characterized by weakness
and degeneration of the muscles, it
affects both children and adults. The
most depressing thing about It is that
there is no cure.
This mysterious disease is a crippier
and its name - Muscular Dvstrophy
(MD)
MD restricts many of its victims to
braces, crutches and wheel chairs with
no apparent reason.
With the help of several concerned
organizations the Muscular Dystrophy
Association (MDA) is working in the
battle against MD
Thanks to such organizations as the
Kappa Alpha Fraternity, people with
MD have been given another chance
The MDA is Kappa Alpha's major
national philanthropy in which all 131
chapters in the U S. support Last year's
proceeds totaled $70,000 with this year's
goal being $100,000
According to Phill Burgess, president
•>f Kappa Alpha, the Delta Mu Chapter is
hoping to contribute $2,000 to this year's
campaign
It's called a "Last Chance" party and
the $3 cover charge will go towards the
MDA. With three live bands, a traveling
disco show, free beverages and door

prizes supplied by various Richmond
merchants. Burgess expects between
MO and 1000 people to help make this
year's drive a success.
The party will be from 8 p.m. to 1 a.m
on Dec 7 at the National Guard Armory.
Liz Keeney. MDA representative from
Lexington is helping with preparations
In an attempt to kick off a successful
MD drive for Kappa Alpha. Keeney was
guest speaker at a reception held
Tuesday Kappa Alpha. MD chairman.
Rob Hoover was presented with the
association's plaque of appreciation.
As guest speaker. Keeney tried to
familiarize everyone with what MD is
all about According to Keeney. a
common misconception about MD is
that it only affects children. However.
MD has a total of 36 interrelated
diseases.
all
of
which
are
neurorhuscular
John Noland. a resident of Lexington,
accompanied Keeney to the reception
Noland has had MD for about 10 years
v'At least that's when they diagnosed
it." he said.
■
Noland is not undergoing any treat
ments. however the MDA keeps a close
eye on him and will furnish braces',
crutches or a wheelchair whenever
necessary Nothing else can be done. ;
In hopes of a record breaking Mb
drive this year Burgess concluded.
"We're just trying to do something
worthwhile and this is important to us. .

Society for Collegiate
Journalists
to host convention
Hy MARKITA SI IK I HI K NI
StaffWriter

program and a convention newspaper
The society also plans a forum op
The University will once again be host journalist experiences after graduation
to several hundred conventioners this this spring. According to president. Chip
spring with the Society for Collegiate Middlebrook. "Our aim is to see how
Journalists brings its national con- well journalism education is preparing
vention to campus
students for future jobs." in journalism
The society had their initiation of new
The approximate twenty members of
the University's chapter are presently members on Nov. 5 followed by a To
preparing for the event wtnch will take party A banquet is l_
ptaee Aprt is it* issili »t The convention finish of the jaaai T*
will be the major activity of the society
The society otpnated from Alpha I
for this year
Gamma which was founded in I Ma I
A broad array of speakers will be 1975 a couple of organizations merged I
present including three Pulitzer Prize form the present Society for Collegiatl
winners Richard Witt. Graig Am
Journalists The requirements for enmerman. Malcolm Klldoff. press trance to the society are one semester
secretary for former President Ken- editorship of a campus publication of
nedy and Vance Trimble, editor of the two semesters of working as a staff
Kentucky Post will all be featured writer
speakers
The other officers beside Middlebrook
The program will also include a are Elizabeth Palmer-Ball, vicepresentation by Multi-Media in Frank- president: Beth Schoen. secretary and
fort, an equipment show, a convention Ginny Eager, treasurer
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Future business leaders
get practical experience in club
Introducing future business leaders of
America - Phi Beta Lambda That is
who we are.
• We believe that claHroam experience
no longer is sufficient in assuring the
development of competent, aggressive
leadership in tomorrow's business
world In PBL students learn not only
business skills but how to participate in
group projects and engage in practical
problem-solving and decision-making
pctivities in a business environment.
The purpose of PBL is "to assist
Htudents in developing vocational
competitiveness and promote a sense of
eivic and personal responsibility."
Additionally, members learn the
.value of competition on local, regional
and national levels through competitive
events that develop occupational skills
as well as charcter and leadership
abilities. Prom the participation
piemhers learn to belive in their own
abilities
and that to develop them to
their fullest is a personal responsibility
as well as a prerequisite to a successful
career in business
This year the University chapter has
experienced great growth in mem-

bership. Why did they join? They
realized that PBL promotes leadership
by participating in service to school and
community, providing an outlet for
knowledge. and is recognized
nationally.
On Nov. 9-13. the PBL Southern
Region Leadership Conference was held
in Orlando. Fla The schools from
Kentucky sending representatives were
Eastern. Western, and Murray.
Fourteen members represented the
University chapter. This conference
follows the Fall Leadership Training
Conference which was held Oct. 12-14. In
this conference, chapter officers
received training on the duties and
responsibilities they are to carry out.
The officers at the University's Phi Beta
Lambda chapter are as follows.
President - Debbie Yates
Vice-president - Debbie Dunlap
Co-Vice-President of Activities
Donna Spencer
Secretary - Joanie Zetzer
Reporter - Mary Bruce
Historian - Sherry Lester
Parlamentarian - Debbie Dillon
Stale Secretary - Debbie Hobbs

Each member takes a certain
responsibility in making PBL a better
chapter each year. PBL is currently
involved in a variety of projects consisting of a Free Enterprise Project,
Fund Raising, and Christmas Projects.
The theme for our Free Enterprise Project Awareness is "Free Enterprise
in Focus."
The National Director of PBL-FBLA,
INC is traveling the United States and
promoting PBL into businesses across
the country. The chapter has been
selling keychains and candy to raise
money. Christmas cards made for the
faculty of the Business Department and
Christmas Caroling in one of the local
nursing homes is being planned.
In January, members will collect for
the March of Dimes. Resumes are also
typed for anyone who is interested.
Meetings are held every other Tuesday
at 4:30. Anyone interested in business is
welcome to come The next regularly
scheduled meeting will be Dec. 5. Phi
Beta Lambda is interested in sharing
with the community all the many attributes it has to offer and to get the
community involved with it so it can
grow into a strong chapter.
"We're No 1." seems to be the word for these four Kappa were sponsored by the Junior Panhellenic As these girls
Deltas. The KDs participated in the Super Pledges which celebrate, Gail Emery looks on.

Alpha Gamma Delta
pledges sweep Super Pledges
Bv DAWN PERRY
Staff Writer
The pledges of the Alpha Gamma
Delta sorority were victorious Wednesday night as they took first place in
the Junior Panhellenic Super-Pledges
tournament.
The Alpha Gamma Delta's were first
in 3 categories which gave them the
highest overall score.
Seven sorority pledge classes participated in the tournament. The
pledges of Pi Beta Phi were second and

the Alpha Delta Pi pledges took third
place.
Foos ball. pool, bowling, air hockey
and pinball were the events in the
tournament.
According to Karen Jackson, vicepresident of the Panhellenic Council,
"This is the second year the tournament
has taken place. We hope to continue the
tournament every year."
Last year, there were only 3 events.
Pinball and air hockey were added this
year.
Jackson said. "By adding more
events, it gave more pledges an op-

portunity to participate."
"The Super-Pledges tournament is
designed to give all pledges of sororities
a chance to meet each other," Jackson
said.
The winners received a traveling
trophy. Pi Beta Phi and Alpha Delta Pi
received runner-up trophies.

Cheerleaders
enter contest

Club makes
toys for children

The lndustnaIfttoFat*»a.Club.,beUer iwiirRing «ri a service j^rojact with the
known as the IET Club, is open to any Kappa Delta Tau <KDT> sorority They
IET major or minor according to Tim are making wooden toy cars to be
VanSant. president. There are ap- distributed to underprivileged children
proximately 15 members.
at Christmas. They will be distributing
VanSant said the club is mainly a the toys to the children through a school
social organization but could be called a district.
special interest club. This is because all
Other activities include sponsoring
activities are planned by the members, speakers, lectures and field trips. These
on the basis of what they are interested are conducted to help the members
in.
learn more about industrial education
VanSant said they are presently and technology.

MONEY
TO LOAN
On Anything Of Value

JIMS
PAWN SHOP
Buy-Sell-Trade- Pawn
Bus Station
S. Third
Richmond, Ky.

At the University's Homecoming this
fall the cheerleaders and the crowd
were filmed for competition in the
National Collegiate Cheerleading
Championship.
The film included a dance routine and
cheers by the cheerleaders along with a
tot of crowd participation during the
Homecoming game against Murray.
The filming was done by Larry
Travis, a university student.
The top five squads chosen from the
submitted films will be televised.
The top twenty squads will win
scholarships for their schools.
Cheerleading captain. Kim Latham
said, "We were hoping to get into that."
The results of the contest have not been
disclosed yet.

WHEEL & AXLE
SERVICE

SMALL
ANIMAL
MEDICINE

Full Service Garage

NANCY K. FINLAY D.V.M.

COMB'S

623-4732

f Brakes
sTune Up

Third Street On Right
Off Barnes Mill Rd.

^Radiator
v Wheel Alignment
220 W. Irvine - 623-2340

302 Longview Drive

COMPLETE DINNER INCLUDES:
3 pieces honey-dipped fried chicken,
mashed potatoes and gravy, cole slaw
and 1 hot butter-tastin biscuit.
ALL DAY
EVERY

WEDNESDAY

WEDNESDAY

$159

1

REGULAR
$2.05
VALUE

U.S. 25 SOUTH
'
NEXT TO CLARK-M00RES SCHOOL
Not good in combination with'other
offers, Coupons and discounts.
Copyright 1977

Famoai Recipe Fried Chicken

NOWSERVING:
Pare Hie*«■? Pit Pork Bar-W>
'•-;.

AMD

-,

Roast beef & Ham Sandwiches

•
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Arts

Reflections on

X-rated movies, Elvis, crotches, etc.
Life is a bitch, but the biggest rip
is

trying

to

write

your

last

arts

column of the semester.
Since I started

my

first column

out with those words, I thought it
only

appropriate

that

I

end

the

well.

semester,

It's

hasn't

forces

the

to like or dislike my articles. The

on a bed.

Foster

thing that is most incredible to me is

Building was overdone and ridicu-

that I seemed to make "crotch" into

lous. In fact, it was overblown out

a

of proportion
absurdity.

Several people took offense to that

enjoyable and fun semester in spite

to

in

the

point

Engaged"

of

was

dirty

and

pornographic

word.

Ah,

so

it

controversial
least.

But

goes.

It's

semester,

it's

also

been

to

say

been

a

a
the

very

simple, little word, claiming it to be

of many people's disapproval of my

a

vulgar and in bad taste. Oh, well,

columns.

a

unique

terrible theatre production, and I'll

people never cease to amaze me. (By

What

started

say that now and in the future. A

the

been

it?

security

"Otherwise

semester in that manner.
Well,

I still stand firm in my belief that
the

way,

I

still

enjoy

those

And for those people out

there

who thought I'd change my way of

out as a calm and peaceful semester

thinking because of

ended up with a bang and a roar. It

people, all I can say is, "No way."

gotten upset and angry at my arts
columns at one time or another this
semester.
But that's all fine and dandy. It's
good for people to get upset over a
newspaper
then.

article

every

If nothing else,

challenged

your

way

now

and

maybe

I've

of

thinking

Although

I've

been

threatened and cursed

insulted,

out,

I

wondering if
next

angry

I'll

semester.

be

I

back

feel

writing

that

Gen.

Douglas MacArthur said enough for
himself and me when
those
famous
return."

he declared

words:

"I

shall

By the way. . .
Merry

Arts Editor

somewhat by infuriating you.

few

And for those people out there

Larry
Bernard

seems that just about everyone has

a

Christmas

to

two

very

special people in Russell County. I
don't have to mention their names

still

because they know who they arc.

stand firm in my beliefs and ideals.

The

A few letters to the editor haven't

less

changed my way of thinking.

irate theatre people didn't change

disgruntled

letters

and

a

few

pornographic movies.)

holiday

season

can

be

a

depressing and lonely time for many

I still believe that Ccnterboard is

people, and it's comforting to know

I still dislike Elvis Presley, and I'll

my mind one bit. I still feel that (he

not

readily admit that I never like him as

University play was too complex for

bringing concerts to'thc University;

a singer or as an actor. And I still

students to enjoy, and it

I still believe that I have no personal

clement of life and a friend doesn't

feel that in the end he was just a

boring for nearly anyone to enjoy.

prejudices

stop being a friend because of a few

washed-up,

paranoid

was too

doing

an

adequate

against

the

job

in

theatre

performer

My x-rated movies' article seemed

department; I still believe in peanut

who forgot when to lay his fat bods-

to enrage just about everyone. But

butter and I still believe that Dolly

down.

that's okay; it's everyone's privilege

Parton would look great lying nude

there's someone there.
Friendship

is

a

very

important
Robert

Simpson,

who

is

directing

the

(photo by STEVE BROWN)
47th annual Christmas

production of Handel's operatic work "Messiah," directs a rehearsal.

minor incidents.
Thank you for your

friendship;

it's the best Christmas present ever.

The performance is scheduled for Sunday at 8 p.m. in Brock Auditorium
and is open to the public.

Are you one off the many camera buffs around campus?
If you enjoy taking pictures and have some that you think are especially
good enter them in the
Progress photo contest. ...

a*)

LOOK
extra money? \
\,\\\
booking forXa }obneiY
semester that won't taV«
ufVmueh time?

STOP, LOOK AND
GLISTEN into luxurious
four prong tiffany earrings in your choice of
sapphire, emerald or
ruby settings.

95

*39

Holiday Special

5
z

Well The Progress is
in need of a dependable

-^

Bring or mail entries to the
Eastern Progress 4th Floor Jones Building
Deadline Dae. 14. 7$

person to take over as

1st Place - Camera Bag *50* value
2nd Place - MO Gift Certificate.

Circulation Manager
Must have a flexible
Thursday Schedule

ALL PRIZES AWARDED FROM THE CAMERA SHOP

Call 622 3106

Hopper's Jewelry
134 W. Main Downtown
623-6816

\

All enterits must be black ft white)
photos 5x7 or 8x10.
The winning prints will bo published
in the first issue of the spring
semeste Jan
M tntriet wl bt judged on CfSHWly
coniDOiitioo tacinernl umlfr

Your shop for at photogrephk needs.

622 1629
or come bf the 4th Floor

University Shopping Center.

Jones Building

SERVICE DIRECTORY.
Complitnanta Of
BILL RICE INSURANCE AGENCY
Your SturJ.nl Health Afancy"

Classified Ads

Office
6236581

IT'S EASY. FOLLOW THESE FOUR STEPS:

1. Bring Ad To Progress Office
2. Assessment Will Be Made

PRINTING & OFFICE SERVICE:

3. Take Form To Bursar's Window.
4. Return Form To Progress Office

Kentucky Printing Company
QUICK COPY • THESIS
RESUMES

// 's That Easy. Direct Communication With Other Students

WANTED: RMara to III* Warn. Final atop
Montana. Caj John 628-6361.
DO YOU NEED A PLACE to atay ovac
during ih. Chriatmaa hoNdayt? Apart
mant with •» tha nacaaahlaa. Available
Oac. 17 - Jan. 7. Ca9 623-3571
Modal Homaa For Rant: ATTENTION
etudente Chooee your modal homa now.
Start your rant Jan. 1: Larga modal homa
auetabla for 2 and 3. Completely (urniahod.
UOHtiee includad. Ctoaa to cam put. See or
call SNady and Sua Noa. 127 Bogga
Lana. Ptya 623-3486 altar 4 p.m.
■ • TIFTED OF THE DORM? Want aoma
privacy? Wa hava an aWIHancy apartmaflt
tor you.Private entrance and bath. Thie n
avetlabte to you,at no cherpe-JuaaS hem.
a week I Not a day) work
Claaning. My
Houaa. No- experience nacaaaary. Muat
hava tranaporiatton. Cat 623 5362 ba '
twaan 14 p.m. any day. A.aaabie m time
to raotaaar.
.
.

Col leg. Park

Ph. 623 0828

TV SERVICE
$60,000 IN FOUR WEEKS - GUARANTEED - Abaotutaty legal and foolproof.
Sand aatf-addraaaad etamped envelope to
Jim Peoe. Box 634. ManlnvWa. Nj.
08636.
"
FLORIDA hotel g/oup naada campua rapa
to handle spring break Iript to Daytona
Cam free trip and eommlaalona. Sand
raauma to Tarry Abdo. 129 Saa Ma Ckcle.
S. Daytona. Florida 32019.
Archie'. 263 E. Main St. 624-2424 la
looking for compatant paraona with auto
Mr pizza delivery Apply In paraon Friday
gOO p.m. - 4:00 p.m.

1 wel dacotata cakaa for any occeeion
CaBNMMt.
Landadown CM) wd ba available for
prtveea party rantaL For more Information
can 606 277 3908 Monday - Friday 10*04:00 Lexington. Ky.

RICHMOND CABLE TV"Bat Connection In Toyn"
Call 623 6163
For Hook Up
W17 Fox Havon Dr.
Richmond. Ky.

Profaaalonal raauma aarvtoa: Wa prepare
i»i""M tfl.i unlock doora of opportunity.
. \,< »»>«.« n»t write PrteT*v»\..iw. ,■■iumt
Service "" ^urburban Court Lexington.

"T- •—"*• • ■ , ' '

.

WANTED: Student to' tell apacialty and
fund rataing Kama to all groupa. Good
commieetoQ»! Write W.H Specialty Co..
239 Laffoon Driva. Frankfort. Kentucky
40901 or call 16021 696-1466.
-•
*

BROWNE'S OFFICE SUPPLY
Office And School Supply

HAMM'S GULF

Service on most Makes
Dull Work

and models

Student Checks
Unhrererty Plaza
Phone 623-0804

Pert-time on campus oisinbuimg
advertising materials no selling
Choose your hours 4 25 jreekiy Paf k
is based upon file amount ol matn^J
lais distributer* jjuLpaVtv."
earns $4 65/houi
American Passage
!0» Wirrr- Ave N '
Seattle WA 96109
i?06i ?I2S1H

*

©

PH 623-3272

-*UN SERVICE

—-*■

MADISON FLOWER SHOP
BARGERS EXXON

EKU BYPASS
Richmond, Ky.

Present this ad for

Front End. AM gnment

303 Qari Lana

25rf offon next local
purchase
Phona 623-1601

Phona
.623 9711

RAY BROOKS STANDARD
a i HmuHnu

CABIN GUN SHOP

Richmond. Ky.

FLOWER SERVICE

QUICK SERVICE
• TIRE SALES
PapannarMe Towing Service
"We'll aoma out and nan your car"

312 IRVINE STREET

212 Water Street

Phona
623-4385

24 Hr. Wrecker Service

Available in
Cabled Area Only

WATSON'S TV SERVICE
High Pay!

B & J Quick Print "A wta In tha printing
biz" 211 Qari Lana. Richmond. Ky. 40475 .
10 to 10.000 Copiaa while you waft
printing.
._
..

SERVICE STATION

Eeetern By-Paaa
ntfininona, Ky.

-..

1

BOOKLETS

Richmond Complete Print Shop

Exchange
FOR SALE: Two Aeroamcth ticket. •
Ng Wtjm, CM John 625-5381.

112 Big Hill A v.
Richmond. Ky. 40475

400 E. Main

PET SUPPLIES SERVICE
i ■
|

TROPICAL
inuribAL nuuSL
HOUSt

I

Large Selection of Tropteal 6> Marina

Brake Work
-

Richmond. Ky.

'

"'

Louie D. Reeve. Office 623 9280
FFL 61 11387 Homa 923-1677

Tune-Up
196 E. Mala
Richmond. Ky.

«
*

Phona
623-4064

T

•216 Ponar Dr.

Ph. 6237223

-

I
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Santa's giftbag presents. . .

Love (?) letters to the Arts Editor

Reaching down inio old Sania's
gin bag, what do we find bui a few
letters about the Arts Editor. Oh.
well. Merry Christmas anyway.

Elvis
Dear Mr. Bernard.
Alter reading your article in the
August 31 edition of the Progress
entitled "Hound Dog Blues: Elvis
Remembered." I base had a
someuhat difficult time trying to
figure out just exactly what I want
to say to you. I must start off in
saying 'that I know a virtually
unknoun writer from Louisville.
K\. who wrote a similar ridiculous
article and he received so much
attention and feedback that his
name was publicized and he became
a celebrity.
I am referring to Bills Reed who
(through his great publicity) now is
Sports Editor for the Courier-Journal. II this was your intention then I
must compliment you because you
certainly got my attention and many
others also.
But somehow the absurd statements that were made b> you in the
article lead nie to believe you surely
couldn't have enough intelligence to

derive at such a plan. The only thing
in the article that showed you had
any idea of what you were talking
about was that your hamburger
needed mustard.
I actually thought that the
Progress
had
a
fairly
good
newspaper staff, but to publish a
story in which it is so obvious you
haven't the slightest bit of knowledge completely destroys any
confidence I have in the newspaper.
I understand that you are entitled
to your own opinion towards
something, but I really think it
would show some professionalism if
you write something showing your
misjudgements of Elvis because you
put a lot of false accusations into a
lot of readers.
Thank you for your time and I
believe you owe the readers an
apology.
Doug Dearen

Beach Boys
Dear Larry'.
I would just like to ask you, with
no slander intended, just what the
hell is the matter with you? Why
don't you just condemn apple pic

and baseball, not to mention
Chevrolets?
I think your article on the Beach
Boys stunk. It's people like you that
probably don't know how many
albums they have or the real
meaning behind their music. Try
listening to "Surfs Up," "Holland," or "Sunflower" and then tell
me their musk isn't diversified.
If you were any kind of fan or
critic you would subscribe to
BBFUN (for laymen like yourself,
that's Beach Boy Freaks United)
and then maybe you would find out
that the sixties sound is what they
are after because of the failure of
"Loves You" (if you remember that
one, Larry). So they tried to return
to the golden harmonics and simple
times.
It's just too bad that their sell-out
crowds haven't found out that the
boys have returned to their sweet
sounding and priss music.
As far as "Match Point of Our
Love," being repeated, Mr. Critic,
haven't you heard of choruses or
refrains? Their musical scope has
been more then broadened, Larry
dear. Just get your head out of the
sand and listen to some middle-aged
boys.

New group to debut

By the way. Larry buddy, friend,
why didn't you comment on
"Sunday Kinda Love" or "Winds
of Change?" If it wasn't for the
inner sleeve and credits you
probably wouldn't know who the
Beach Boys are or what MiU stands
for. (I assume you can read?)
Ron Nelson
P.S. Speaking of glory years, if you
continue as a critic you'll probably
never even sec yours.

Maternal love
Dear Larry,
Your writing in the Progieti is
fantastic and I always turn to your
arts page first to read it. I
understand that you arc getting into
a lot of trouble with your writing
but you just hang right in there and
don't let them big people up there
intimidate you.
Us people from Jamestown, Ky.
arc hardcore and we don't take too
much flak from anyone, so I know
you'll continue writing.
You just keep on writing all those
good articles and I'll keep on
reading them. I'll be your last loyal
fan.
Love,
Mom

"When Armadillos learn how to copulate'
B> DAVID WINTERS
StalT Writer
"When Armadillos learn how to
copulate. . . " Mauntauk, a new
band, will debut at a Muscular
Dystrophy benefit tonight.
The benefit, which is being held at
the National Guard Armory, will
include concert sets by two bands.
The featured band is "Big Foot",
but all eyes will be on a new group
of individuals which were formerly
called "Wizards."
Mauntauk will play a diversified
set including tunes by Cat Stevens
and Emerson, Lake and Palmer.
But more importantly, the group
will play six original pieces. Not the
least of which are "Waves at
Laguna Beach" and an interesting
jam called "When Armadillos
Learn How to Copulate, What a
Bizarre Planet it May Become."
In an interview with the band, it
became obvious that these musicians
have the talent to go a long way
provided they receive proper man-

agement and a lot of breaks.
Lead vocal are provided by
rhythm guitarist Steve McCoolum
who is a veteran of other singing
groups including Dragonfire - a
group centered in Los Angeles.
One of the areas premiere
guitarist's David Jarvis plays lead
guitar.
Keyboards are by Dan Pfcifer
with George M. on drums and Glen

Byrd playing bass and adding
background vocals along with Joe
Masters. Jeff Mekechan is on flute.
All members of the group are
students at the University and most
arc music majors.
The music they make is a
combination of ja// and rock.
Although they disapprove of labels
being put o-. their work.
According to guitarist McCool-

Exile achieves success at last
B> JAMLBOWIIM,
Guest Writer
It took Exile 13 years to gel where ,
they wanted to be, but now the
members of the group are enjoying
"sweet success."
With the years of experience
behind them, lead singer Jimmy
Stokcty and the other Five members
of the group have made a notable
name for themselves in the rock
music world. After changing mem-

Chinese Restaurant

GRAND
OPENING

bers off and on over the years, three
original members remain from 1965.
The other three present members
joined the group throughout the
seventies.
Exile's Fist hit album, "Mixed
Emotions," blends a pop-rock
concept trimmed in a disco style.
The single, "Kiss You All Over,"
remained at the number one
position on Billboard's Hot 100
chart for four weeks and is currently

PORTRAITS
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623-2662

Snoapan VMagi

in the number 78 position. It
recently became a "million seller"
and the LP sold 500.000 copies.
Lxilc's position
is one of
ycarncd-for success and they have
attained it with much patience over
the years.
The group will soon be returning
to the studio to start recording on a
new album, and to keep up their
name in the world of rock and roll.

Members of the University theatre department (from left to right. Bob
Lee, Donna Kilgore, Steve Connelly and Jackie Hall) perform at J.
Suiter's MiU last Saturday night. The musical group did a set composed
of Broadway musical numbers.

Buffett's new album is
early Christmas gift
By DON McNAV
Staff Writer
Jimmy Buffett's new double-live
album "You Had To Be There" is
one you should consider purchasing
while shopping for gifts this
Christmas.
Buffett is at his absolute best on
this album. It contains most of his
big hits such as "Margaritaville,"
"Come Monday" and "Changes in
Attitudes, Changes in Latitudes."
• Buffett's best performances come
on some of the faster songs such as
"Landfall," "Pencil Thin Mustache" and "Tampico Trauma."
Here, Buffett and the Coral Reefer
Band really cut loose and play with a
great deal of intensity and enthusiasm.
The comments that Buffett makes
between songs add a great deal to
the album'. He usually makes
amusing statements about
the
nature of the songs, and gives a
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The slower songs, which can
sometimes suffer on a live album,
are done very well. "A Pirate Looks
at Forty," "He Went to Paris" and
"Son of a Son of a Sailor" sound
much like their original versions.
"Come Mondays" is the only slow
song that deviates from its original
recording.
Although the price of a double
album may scare some people away
from the record, "You Had To Be
There" is an album no musk fan
should be without. Buffett's rollicking style is one of the best sounds
released this year. No song can be
considered bad because Buffett is at
his absolute best on this album.
"You Had To Be There" b a tribute
to the tale of Jimmy Buffett.

FOR THE FINEST IN
PHOTOGRAPHY

BIBLE
MOMENT

Looks «s good tomorrow s
as it dots today
BrinaThkAdWHhYoM
For ■ Frw Shampoo

Jim Cox Studio
623-3145
218 Porter Dr. (Behind Jerry's)

Try a cat teat
will last ft last!

624-2427

No Appointment

HOURS: Tim. • Fri.
10»m- 6pm
Sat. 8 am - 2 pm

Necessary

■

"Tomorrow,
and tomorrow,
and tomorrow."

Peace. Happiness
and Most of all
LOVE
Richmond Greenhouse

good insight about the background
and inspirations for his songs and
the drinking capabilities of his band.

Bobby Jack's Style Shop

A Christmas Wish
to Everyone

623-3410

mmwwnimmtmm

1507 Eatt Main

fi^

Mandarin Szechwan and Hunan Cuisines
Sun.-Thur. 11:30-10:00
Fri. S-t.
11:30.11KB

um, "We feel audiences are tired of
the same old disco and the same old
rock.
"Audiences will have one of two
reactions to our music -- they will
cither be pleasantly supriscd or
turned off." McCoolum said.
In any case, at 8 p.m. tonight, a
new group will get their chance at
the spotlight - of such things are
dreams made.

Ready, Set, go

—Macbeth
Prepare for it. The earlier you
begin a life insurance program, the
less you pay. Find out about the
College Master plan.

on your favorite
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Judy Aaron's life
(Continued from M» 1)

The lighted tree in front of Burnam Hall is a cure sign that
Christmas is on it* way. The evergreen has been decorated

rveT
y holiday season since IfM when the tree was first
planted.

exercise the right side of her body shocking $100 and had no association
with Aaron whatsoever.
nearly every day
And equally as supportive as inA regular staff of nurses at the nurbeen are the
sing home are keeping constant dividuals have
organizations on campus rising to the
supervision of her condition too.
What Aaron really lacks at this point, aid of this ever-so-real Christmas cause.
The Sigma (his. whom Ison says
says her mother is a physical therpaist
They're hoping something can be done have expressed constant concern about
Aaron's progress, are conducting a
about that soon.
In the meantime. Aaron's getting help drive for donations all day Wednesday
and Thursday of this week in the grill.
and support from all over.
From the-medical attention she's
When they present the total donation
getting at the nursery and from the to Aaron over the holidays, the KDTs
Adair Memorial Hospital next door, and have planned even more surprises for
from concerned friends, relatives and her on that very special day.
strangers that can only offer their
She'll be getting a pair of sleek, black
prayers and some money to help meet pajamas, laince she's a fanatic about
exhorbitant hospital fees.
black, and because she's been clad in
Aaron's sorority sisters, the KDTs. hospital specials since she's been bedinstigated campus support when they ridden) and a taped Christmas
started a fund-raising drive for her at production by her sisters in the sorority,
the beginning of November.
filled with Christmas songs and with
In less than a month, individuals and I heir own thoughts and messages to her
organizations have donated S4S3 and
Other Greek organizations that have
says KDT president. Kathy Ison. they'll donated money are: Theta Chi's. Alpha
probably raise over $500 by the time Gamma Delta. Alpha Delta Pi. Tau
they present the money to Aaron over Kappa Epsilon and the KDTs . who
the Christmas holidays.
contributed a lump sum of SI63 im"People that didn't even know her." mediately following the accident,
said Ison. "come by <her dorm at money they had initially raised to install
McGregor > and drop off money " Some, new carpeting
she said don't even leave their names
other non-Greek organizations have
Other well-wishers call, said Ison.
"saying that their prayers and thoughts sacrificed a little during this time of
need loo
are with Judy."
She said she knows for a fact that the
One generous soul. Tim Flynn. a
student at the University, contributed a Kecreation Club "gave most of the

money they made on money-making
projects "
And. the Nursing Association has
pledged the money they were going to
spend on a Christmas party.
other groups that gave are: the Psi
(In Club. Industrial Arts Club. Human
Development and Kamily Relations
Club, the Young Democrats and Young
Christians Athletes Club.
Individuals not mentioned that have
contributed are Mr and Mrs Dean
McKinley. Barry Hall. Harb Pagett. the
Rev Ronald Ketteler. June Robinson
and Mike Bryon.
And even beyond the help Aaron will
he getting to cover a minute percentage
of the hospital expenses, people are
continuing to offer their prayers and
some are being answered.
The "fighter." as a friend of Aaron's.
Larry Bernard, speaks of her. is now
forming words with her lips and. says
Bernard, "she remembers everything
about her past."
Dr. Aaron says she's breathing on her
own now and if it weren't for the injury
on her larynx where they've performed
a tracheotomy, she'd probably be
making sounds He said "they expect
considerable recovery" soon in her
speech
So lhanks to lots of thoughtful contributions and sincere wishes for her
recovery, the miracles of Christmas
have come to Judy Aaron a little early
this year

Dear Santa Clans, I've got them holiday blues again
(ContimMd from p««t I)

grandmother's - the boards, even
squeaked on the front porch - I thought
we should be engaging in friendly chitchat.
I wa* just about ready to ask. "How's
the family?" when the stranger cleared
his throat and wondered if I'd like to
begin. Actually. I think my stomach
spoke before I did. but he pretended not
to notice.
The next pause was so long I think I
couki've gone through puberty, but the

face across the table waited . . and
waited. I repeatedly mentioned that my
problem waa related to the Christmas
season, but the stranger seemed to
believe it was something more, so he
began asking questions about classes,
grades and the like.
I didn't He. Santa. I told him they
weren't what I'd like them to be. and my
little bout with the holiday blues certainly wasn't helping any.
He seemed to be a pretty good

listener, and every now and then he
would rub his chin, lean back, and say.
"Hmmm I see." I wanted clear-cut
answers, hut he never once opened his
files to look under "holiday depression."
But surely. I thought, since he's
probably heard them all. hell know
exactly what to do. This is where the
surprise came in. Santa, and I have to
admit, it was a whole lot different than
the kind you're known for.
You see. he didn't pretend to have all

the answers. And he never said, "Well,
if I were you
" Also. I was thankful
that when I answered one of his
questions with both yes and no. he didn't
open his folder and scribble. "Patient
appears to be wishy-washy."
And. though he probably would have
had good reason to. he refrained from
calling me a blockhead. Ol" Charlie
would have liked that. I thought
As the hour came to an end. he
suggested that I begin putting some

free lime aside for myself, since he felt I
was suffering from too much guilt and
pressure In the last several minutes, he
explained that our little conference
would, of course, be kept in confidence,
hut shucks. I knew he wouldn't mind if I
shared it with you
One thing I wanted to be sure and
mention. Santa. If you can fit it into your
budget. I was wondering if you might be
able to send the stranger some furniture
for his office. A couch would probably go
very nicely, and I bet he'd appreciate it.

By now V guess you're curious to find
out whether the visit helped me any.
right' Well, to be honest. I didn't come
away with any sure-fire solutions to my
problem But you know what7 Because
.of the stranger. 1 discovered something
much more important than mere an
swers
I found understanding.
Try stuffing THAT in your bag of
goodies. Santa
With rejuvenated holiday cheer.
Brian Blair
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Oru.mi/nlinns Editor
The most important thins coming up
is finals week, just about everyone is in
;i liny over .ill the last minute things
that must l«e done
For those people who find time to
travel to I •■■■ iniiinn to do a little shoppine I here is.i showing of "Give'em Hell
Harry'' at the l,cxington Opera House
It will l>e tonight. Dec H and 9 at H p m
Hupp Arena hosts Ted Nugent. Dec 10
at ■ p.m That is sure to be a superb
concert for those with time to calch it
closer to home, the Keen Johnson
Ivallrnom will he the scene of the 49th
annual Hanging of the Greens. Each
year the greens are hung as a signal that
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II:45 a.m. BSU I.unchencounter. Powell
Building
Noon Wesley Foundation communion
Sill p.m. Sigma Chi fund raising for
Judy Aaron, grill. Powell Building
•"•: «.'• p.m. Phi Delta Kappa initiation and
dinner. Powell Building
fi p.m. Men's Volleyball Club. Begley
Gym
1. 111 p.m. BSU Christmas caroling and
party
7
p.m.
Inter-Varsity
Christian
Fellowship meeting. Jaggers Room.
Powell Building
7 p.m. Christmas Madrigal Feaste. Keen
Johnson Ballroom
H
p.m. "Give 'em
Hell Harry."
Islington Opera house
N p.m. Championship Wrestling. Rupp
Arena

Friday

Dec. s

the Christmas season has officially
started It is always a touching program
thai |Ki>ple will he sure to enjoy.
The I'niversity basketball team will
go up against Huller I'niversity Dec. 9
at 7 m p nv The game will be in Alumni
Coliseum
Tonight at 7 p.m. The Christmas
Madrigal Feaste will be in the Keen
Johnson Ballroom Seating for the
dinner will begin at 6:30 p.m.
"The Messiah" another annual
Christmas event will be presented Dec
i« at 8 p.m in Brock Auditorium. It is
sure to he a moving choral presentation
that should not he missed
Television is alive with Christmas
specials this week. Dec. 13. ABC
presents " Frosty's Winter Wonderland''

I:M p.m. Walters Hall pre-final party,
lobby
x p.m. McGregor Hall Christmas Party,
rec room
x
p.m.
"The Messiah." Brock
Auditorium
K p.m. Ted Nugent in concert, Rupp
Arena
x p.m. Central Kentucky Youth Orchestra.Lexington Opera House

Monday

Dec. 11

9 a.m. Sales and Bargains clothing
Outlet Sales. Rupp Arena Exhibition Hall
11.45 a.m. BSU Lunchencounter. Powell
Building
fi p.m. Wesley Foundation Monday night
meal

Tuesday

Dec. 12

7 a.m. BSU prayer breakfast

» a.m. Sales and Bargains Clothing
Outlet Sales. Rupp Arena Exhibition Hall
II a.m. Commonwealth Hall Christmas
party for Brockton children, second floor
Inung
H
p.m. "Give
em Hell Harry."
1 jAiniMnn Opera House

Saturday

Dec. 9

H a.m. Sales and Bargains Clothing Outlet
Sales. Hupp Arena Fxhibition Hall
:■ p.m. and N p.m. "Give 'em Hell
Harry." Lexington Opera House
7::tii p.m. EKl' vs. Butler I'niversity.
Alumni Coliseum

Sunday

1

Dec. 10

» a.m. Sales and Bargains Clothing
Outlet Sales. Rupp Arena Exhibition Hall
'i in
a.m.
Wesley
Foundation
Celebration Service
4 p.m. Hanging of the Greens. Keen
Johnson Ballroom
7 p.m. WetUey Foundation Experiences
in Faith

Edward Atner stars in the Emmy and Christopher
Award-winning Christmas drama ot a broken
family with one last chance lo rediscover the love
they have misplaced, bul never lost, in the ABC
Theatre presentation ol THE GATHERING
Sunday Dec 10

an animated special starring Frosty the
Snowman
Fd Asner stars in "The Gathering."
This is a Christmas drama about a
broken family and will be on Sunday.
Dec 10 at 9 p.m
There are several good movies on the
week and another one is "A Woman
Called Moses" starring Cicely Tyson.
Tyson portrays the slave Harriet
Tugman and it will air Tuesday. Dec. 11
at 9 p.m.
Among all this entertainment this
week, you must find time to do a little
shopping. After all there are presents to
l>e bought, wrapped and hidden away
until that special day.
That concludes another semester of
hard work and lots of fun. Have a Merry
Christmas.
7:14 a.m. Wesley Foundation prayer
breakfast
fi p.m. Men's Volleyball Club. Begley
Gym
• p.m. Wesley Foundation Bible study
< p.m. Milestone staff meeting.
Milestone office

Wednesday

Dec. 13

7 p.m. Wesley Foundation Fellowship
Hour

m

vkk.

(Photo by SCOTT ADAMS)
On* rabid fan took a lira* extra precaution in
Eastern's two-point victory over Dayton last
Monday svaning. Ths Colonols taka on Butler University thia Saturday in Alumni
Coliseum. Gama tuna is 7:30 p.m.

'Soundstage' to celebrate anniversary
"Soundstage.'' public television's
contemporary music series, celebrates its
fifth anniversary in an hour-long special
hosted by singer-songwriter Harry Chapin,
Sunday. Dec 10 at 10 p.m. <ET). 9 p.m.
(CT). on the Kentucky Network, KET.
Chapin. who was one of the first guest
artists to appear on the series, takes
"Soundstage" back to 1974 and its first
program, a tribute to blues singer Muddy
Waters. That premiere airing of "Soundstage" brought together some of the
greatest young blues singers in the country
to sing classics like "Got My Mojo
Working "
From there. Chapin guides the showthrough segments of outstanding performances that have been featured on
■Soundstage" over the years. The result is
not just an overview of the series, but a
fairly representative sample of where
music has come from and where it has
gone over the last 30 years.
Over the last five years. "Soundstage"
has hrought together many different
combinations of musicians, often resulting
in an air of spontaneity and fresh sounds.
Benny Goodman had never heard of
George Benson before they appeared on
"Soundstage" and played "Seven Come
Eleven." After that session he asked
Benson to record with him in New York
Dion wrote "The Queen of '59" exclusively for his "Soundstage" performance with Phil Everly. The song
became a hit after the two later, recorded
the nostalgic song for Dion's next album.

Other dynamic combinations have included David Bromberg with John
Sebastian. Melissa Manchester with Al
Jarreau. Judy Collins with Leonard Cohen,
and Blood Sweat and Tears with Janis Ian.
"Fiddlers Three" was an unusual musical
experiment with three violin masters:
Itzhak Perlman. a classicist: Jean-Luc
Ponty. a jazz-rock virtuoso: and Doug
Kershaw. a country-rocker. These performances and many more are relived on
"Soundstage's" fifth anniversary special

Art exhibit
An exhibit ol paintings b> Al
Pounders, professor of art, at
Purdue Unixcrsity, will open Monday December 4ih at the Fred P.
Giles Gallery.
Mr. Pounders work deals with
articles of clothing, usually on
shaped canvases. There will be one
large triptych which has not been
shown before.
The exhibit will run through
Iriday December 15. Gallery hours
ate 9:15
a.m.
to 4:30
p.m.
Monday-Friday. The opening is
Monday December 4, 7:30-9:00
p.m. The public is invited.
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12:00 PM - CONVERSATIONS
See Monday. 12:00 noon for complete
program description.
12:15 PM - THE MID-DAY REPORT
See Monday. 12:15 PM for complete
program description
12:30 Ml - POTPOURRI OF CLASSICS
WEKU-FM's Loy Lee hosts thia daily
concert which include* historical and
biographical background about the
music and composers
J 30 PM
JUST JAZZ
See Monday. 3:50 PM for complele
program description.
S 15 PM - AFTERNOON REPORT
See Monday. 5:15 p.m. for complele
program description.
5 M PM - CURTAIN TOME
Each weeknight Curtain Time presents
the entire soundtrack or original cast
recording of a motion picture or stage
musical
The Happy Time
8 30 PM - SHORT STONY (New Program)
A secies ol half-hour dramatizations
based on short stones
. J* - LUM N AamtER
See Monday. 7 CO PM tor complete
program description.
MS PM - CONVERSATIONS
A repeat ot this aRemoon'8 program
Sea Monday. 12.00 noon lor complete
program description.
TIMS "Spin-oir Of our weekday morning
program. Journal, presents a collection
of Behind-the Nasso features, interviews news and analysis.
0 PM - JAZZ UNA MUTED
See Monday. 8:30 PM for complete
program description

Friday

D«C.

•

■ AM — JQUWNAIL
See Monday 6:00 AM for complete
program description
SAM-OPTIONS
See Monday. 9 00 AM
BOSTON SYMPHONY (Mew Program)
Tha world-renowned Boston
Symphony joins WEKU-FM's line-up
1240 PM - CONVERSATIONS
See Monday. 12:00 noon for complete
program description.
12:15 PM - THE MID-OAV REPORT
See Monday. 1215 PM for complete
program description.
12:30 PM - POTPOURRI OF CLASSICS
WEKU-FM's Loy Lea Hosts this daily
concert which includes historical and
biographical background about the
music and composers
3:30 PM - JUST JAZZ
See Monday. 3 30 PM for complete
program description
5:15 PM - THE AFTERNOON REPORT
See Monday. 5 15 PM for complete
program description
5:30 PM — CURTAIN TIME
Each weeknight Curtain Time presents
the entire soundtrack or original cast
recording of a motion picture or stage
musical Me and Juliet (Original Cast)
6:30 PM - THE BEST
OF "OLD-TIME" RADIO
7:30 PM - OPTIONS
IN EDUCATION (REPEAT)
A repeat Of Wednesday morning s
program See Wednesday. 9 00 AM for
complete program description
8:30 PM - JAZZ UNLIMITED
See Monday. 8 30 PM for complete
program description

Saturday

Dec. 9

6:00 AM - PROJECT WEEKEND
Wake up with us and our weekend
morning presentation ot light jazz,
news, weather and special features

9*0 AM - OPTIONS
See Monday. 9:00 AM for complete
program description Thia is nor a
repeat of earlier nrograms

1040 AMINTERNATIONAL CONCERT HALL
This series from National Public Radio
presents recorded-live concerts from
«
»vc 'hr» wvlrt Highlights

10:00 AM - CHICAGO SYMPHONY
Live-on-tape recordings of the renowned Chicago Symphony Orchestra's 1978-79 season

— BRUCKNER Symphony No 9 in D
Minor
12*0 PM - CONVERSATIONS
There la an endless variety tt\ .nterc»ting
people in and around the Central
Kentucky are* Comaraationa brings
the** people to you
12:15 PM - THE MOD-OAV REPORT A 15-Mmute summary of international,
national, and
regional/local now*,
weather and sports.
1240 RM - POTPOURRI OF CLASSICS
WEKU-FM's Loy Lee host* this daily
concert which includes historical and
biographical background about the
music and composers Highlights
DVORAK Othello. Opus 83 "
MENDELSSOHN Smyphony *S in D.
Opus 107.R*rormefion
JOLIVET Piano Concerto

12:00 PM - THE GREAT OPERAS
Loy Lae hosts this presentation of one
ol the world's great operas. Highlights
— WEBER: Die Fraischutz with Janowitz. Mathis Schreier Adam. Kleiber
conducting.
4*0 PM - THE ROAR
Of THE GREASEPAINT
A varied selection ol everyone's favorite
music from stage and sitvar screen

740 RMSTARS AMD STUFF (New Program)
A aeries ol science fiction'fantasy
stories, all original, fresh solid armchair clutching high adventure*.
8:30 PM - SOUL SPOTLIGHT
A funky mature of disco RAB. and
lazz music

Sunday

it

Wake up with us and our weekend
morning preeantation ol light iau.
new*, weather, and special features
See Monday 9 00 AM
MJaMj AM - MEW YORK P80KJMRM0IRC
Another rousing Meson of New York
Ptwtharmonie performance*. Highlights
- BACH: Suit* No 4
BOULEZ New Work (US
BRAHMS: Violin Concerto

premiere)

tfafj PM - JAZZ AUVfD
This excellent series from National
Public Radio offers recordedkve iau
A tribute to Lionel Hampton:
1:30 PM - JAZZ FIRSTS (New Program)
Loy Lee presents and comments on
selections from new \azi recordings
2 30 PM - JAZZ REVISITED
This National Public Radio series.
hosted by Hazen Shoemacher. presents and evaluates the early years of
recorded jazz, from 1017-1947
— Small Qroupa horn Big Bands —
Small-group jazz from the big bands
of Chick Webb. Artie Shaw. Count
Basieand others
3:00 PM
JAZZ IT UP
A weekly presentation of big band swing
music, along with Dixieland, and contemporary big bands.
•:*> HI - THE MUSIC OF AMERICA

(NEW PROGRAM)
A look at some of the music that
America's as some of America's indiginous music

7:30 PM —
BLUEGRASS ALIVE! (New Program)
Renfro Valley. Kentucky was host to
two bluegrass festivals earlier this year
The Mac Wiseman Bluegrass Festival
and The McLain Family Band Family
Festival
8:30 PM - FOLK FESTIVAL. USA
National Public Radio's highly acclaimed weekly series of Live on tape
Folk. Blues and Bluegrass festival performances from virtually all of the 50
States
10:30 PM - BACKTRACK
It's hard to believe but rock and roll has
been around for almost a quarter of a
century And that s long enough to build
up quite a library of what are now fondly
known as oldies but goodies

Monday

Dec. n

6:00 AM — JOURNAL
Bringing People the news requires more
than a five-minute newscast at The top
of the hour" It requires a thorough
examination of international, national,
regional and local events, weather and
sports
9:00 AM - OPTIONS

330 PM - JUST JAZZ
Baa*e. Benson Byrd. Ellington. Mann
Brubeck. Montgomery. Tjader. w«s
burg
tt>e list goes on and on
»:1» PM - THE AFTERNOON REPORT
A 15-mmtit* summary of the days new*
* 30 PW _ CURTAIN TMW
Each weekmght Curtain Time present.
****" *Oui»d*f*ck or original cast
nKOrtllng of a motion picture or stage
musical
*"■»•

Recordings Of one of the most remembered Ol HI
OW-Time
radio
comedies, starring Chet Lauck as Lum
and Norn* Oof! a* Abnar.
7:15PM-CONVERSATIONS
A repeat of this afternoon s program
See Monday. 12:00 noon for complete
program description

3 30 PM - JUST JAZZ
See M. .I.I.I,
i3o i>••>
priHJMMl oVS! Mptltj

5:15 PM - THE AFTERNOON REPORT
See Monday. 5 15 PM for complele program description
5:30 PM - CURTAIN TIME
Each weeknight Curtain Time presents
the entire soundtrack or original caat
recording ol a motion picture or stage
musical Highlights
Celebration (Original Cast)
•JO PM - YOU RET YOUR LIFE (Return)
The most irreverant ol the zany Man
Brothers. Groucho. greets and heckles
con tenants on this hilarious guiz show
7 00 PM - LUM N ABNER
See Monday. 7 00 PM for complete program description
715 PM - CONVERSATIONS
A repeat of this afternoon s program
See Monday. 12:00 noon for complete
program description
740 RM — VOICCS ON THE WSNO
Writer*, painters actors, poets.
musicians, sculptors — artists ol all
kinds are interviewed on this weekly
arts magazine from National Public
Radio, hosted by Oscar Brand
0 40 PM - JAZZ IRBUMrrCO
See Monday. S 30 PM tor complete program description

13
See Monday. 0*0 AM for complete
program description
0*0 AM - OPTIONS IN EDUCATION
That award-winning program from
National Public Radio r* a fast-paced
report on numerous aspect* ot educational practice* and innovations
This new aenea features concerts given
by the symphony orchestras of our
nation's colleges and schools of
music.

7:30 PM - STUOS TERKEL'S

ALMANAC (New Pro*.am)
Few Of Ine guests on Studs TerkeTs
program* bring as varied a range of
talents before the microphone a* the
host himself
8:30 PM - JAZZ UN4JM1TED
Three and a half hour* ot the very best
m jazz — traditional contemporary
progressive and avant garde style*, plus
frequent profiles of new and outstanding albums and musicians.

Tuesday
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840 AM - JOURNAL
See Monday. 0:00 AM for complete
program description
8:00 AM
NATIONAL
PRESS CLUB LUNCHEONS
The National Press Club in Washington
is noted for its interesting and entertaining luncheon speaker*.
10.00 AM — TOSCANINI
THE MAN BEHIND THE LEGEND
What is the truth about the-legend
created around the man. Toscamm'
Was he an autocrat, a dictator in the
world of music'' Or was he, as many believe, the greatest conductor who ever
lived'' This weekly series, originally
aired on NBC radio, tries to answer
these and other questions
11:00 AM - CHARLES IVES:
THE UNANSWERED QUESTION
This series surveys the musical and
prose output of the great American
composer and insurance executive,
Charles Ives
12:00 PM — CONVERSATIONS
See Monday. 12 00 noon for complele
program description.
12:15 PM - THE MID-DAY REPORT
See Monday. 12 15 PM for complete
program description
12:30 PM — POTPOURRI OF CLASSICS
WEKU-FM's Loy Lee hosts this daily
concert which includes historical and
biographical background about the
music and composers Highlights
BERNSTEIN Symphonic Dances from
West Side Story
RESPIGHI The Pines of Rome

i<« compMti

— BEROER Rondo Ostmato on a
Spanish Theme:
HOWHANESS Symphony No 4. Opus
165.
HUSA An American Te Oeum.
Peebody Wind Ensemble. Richard Hig
gans. conductor.

340 PM -JUST JAZZ
See Monday. 3:30
1240 PM - CONVERSATIONS
See Monday. 121X1 Noon for complete
program description
1r

* "•* - IN3TPOURRI OP CLASSICS
WEKU-FMS Loy Lee hosts this daily
concert which includes historical and
biographical background about the
muaie and composers

5:18 PM - THE AFTERNOON REPORT
See Monday. 5 15 PM
5:30 PM - CURTAIN TIME
Each weeknight Curtain Time presents
the entire soundtrack or original cast
record. ,y of a motion picture or stage
,,i,n,.si Highlights
The Rothschilds (Original Cast)
6:30 PM — BARRY GRAIG. PHIVATc INVESTIGATOR (New Program)
7:00 PM - LUM N ABNER
See Monday 7 03 PM
7:15 PM — CONVERSATIONS
A repeat ol this afternoon's program
See Monday. 12 00 noon for complete
proqram ri»*;criotion
7:30 PM - A LOOK AT . . .
This weekly topical interview program
hosted by Ron Smiih. does exactly what
its name says It takes A Look At any
number of newsworthy topics, current
events and interes'ing people
8:00 PM - INQUIRY (Return)
The modern world is a complex place
morally and ethically The EKU Campus
Ministers Association takes a look at
current world and local issues from a
Moral point of view
8:30 PM — JAZZ UNLIMITED
See Monday 8 30 PM
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Today
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lt:l»

<9 METRIC MARVELS
(» DAFFY DUCK
ffl
TARZAN AND THE SUPER
SEVEN
M MOVIE -(DRAMA) ••• "L'AwiUr
a" IBM
lt:S7 <jf METRIC MARVELS
ll:M (9 WRESTLING
Q FANGFACE
U:M B PINK PANTHER SHOW

Dec. 7
EVENING

Ml 9| NEWS
__
ZOOM (CAPTIONKill
_ ABCNEWS
tit (B NBC NEWS
CBS NEWS

A WOMAN
CALLED MOSES

Emmy winner Cicely Tyson (pictured) heads a cast that also includes
the late Will Gear. Robert Hooks.
James Wainwright, Jason Bernard.
Harry Rhodes and Dick Anthony
Williams, in 'A Woman Called Moses.'
a lour hour drama about one woman's
light against slavery, airing in two
parts. Monday and Tuesday. Dec. II
and 12. on NBC-TV.
Orson Wales narrates the story.
which is based on the Me of Harriet
Ross Tubman, a slave who escaped to
freedom over the Mason Dixon hoe
and returned many times to rescue
other slaves via her "underground
railroad."
In Part I. Harriet is living with her
lather. Daddy Ben. and the rest of the
Ross family on a plantation. When she
plots to buy her freedom, the is
thwarted first by a plantation owner,
who turns down her offer, and second
by her husband. John Tubman—
halt-white and free—who steals her
"freedom money." With the aid of
Thomas Garrett and others. Harriet
eventually escapes to Philadelphia.

GJLD.

CANMD CAMERA
<B FAMILY AFFAIR
MYTHREESONS
MACNEIL-LEHRER REPORT
JOKER'S WILD
7:Ji # NASHVILLE ON THE ROAD
FAMILY FE11D
DICK CAVETT SHOW
NEWLYWEDGAME

AFTERNOON

7:N

L-M

t

CENTER CIRCLE
SPACE ACADEMY
ABC WEEKEND SPECIAL
NFL Tl (PRE-CAME)
FAT ALBERT
AMERICAN BANDSTAND
NFL FOOTBALL
ARK II
G.ED.
M MINUTES
NCAA FOOTBALL

IMI
I tit
1*1

PROJECT UFO

THE WALTONS
KENTUCKY NOW
BENJI-S VERY OWN CHRISTMAS

I:M
Ml
Ml

4*1

EN
TAG
GUTEN
DEUTSCHLAND
m TOBACCO TALK
m TEACHING LIFE ICtENCE IN THE
ELEMENT AR V SCHOOL
KB TSHS IS THE NFL
m LHJAS YOGA AND YOU
0 NFL TOOAY (PRE-CAME)
m
CHOCREtTS
VICTORY

W GRAND PRIX OT BOWLING
» NFL FOOTBALL
# HJUA CHBLD AND COMPANY
JH
2 ALL-STAR SOCCER
2 WIDE WORLD OF SPORTS

IMS

7:M
PUBLIC AFFAIRS
NOVA
NBCNEWS
MARTY BOBBINS SPOTLIGHT
LAWRENCE WELK SHOW

fcM

CBS LATE MOVIE
STARSKV AND HUTCH -SWA T

Ml

Friday

kSS

COLLEGE BASKETBALL
CONGRESSIONAL OUTLOOK
■tUDOLPHSMINY NEW YEAR
DEAN MARTIN'S CHRISTMAS IN
M THE LONG SEARCH
S THE LOVE BOAT
A
BARM
DOLL
fcJt ffi

t-.m

FOR

■S PRISON
S FANTASY ISLAND
ISJS
IMS

DONNA FARGO SHOW
IN SEARCH OF
COMMENT ON KENTUCKY
NEWLYWEDGAME
DIFF-RENT STROKES
A SPECIAL SESAME STREET
CHRISTMAS
MAS
WASHINGTON WEEK IN
m
WAI

11:11

1I:M

m

MOVIE -(CARTOON) ••
T. Os" 1972
THE LONG SEARCH
BM
MOVK .(ADVENTURE) "Tfce HHHj>

Meaty

r ABC NEWS
_ SATURDAY
NIGHT LIVE
Q
IT) MOVIE
••• "ffcry
J MOVIE -(DRAMA) ••'
rtr-lM*
STAR TREK
MOVIE -(MYSTERY) ••• -Esper
latest M Terrar" ISSt

Sunday

Dec. II
MORNING

Dec. 9
9:30

AGRICULTURE USA
FARM REPORT
MOVIE -(TITLE UNANNOUNCED)
HOT FUDGE
Dl STY'S TREEHOUSE
ARCHIES
GALAXY GOOF-UPS
POPEYE HOUR
SCOOBVS ALL-STARS
FANTASTIC FOUR
GODZILLA SUPER 90
BUGS BUNNY AND ROAD
RUNNER
it CHALLENGE OF THE SUPER
FRIENDS
9 CINEMATIC EYE

- - - - r : ? r ?

CtNBMA SHOWCASE

£

MORNING

10:00

M

Python aad the Holy Grail' UTS

DONNY AND MARIE
WHOS WATCHING THE KIDS
WALL STREET WEEK
THE ROCKFORD FOES
YOUNG AND FOOLISH
FARM DIGEST
. FRIDAY NIGHT MOVIE The Gift
Of Love' Stars- Mane Osmond. Timothy
Bottoms
9:11 9 MEDIX
W
THE
EDDIE
CAPRA
MYSTERIES
_FLY|NG HIGH
IIH
37) tt NEWS
THE TONIGHT SHOW
11:11
MOVIE -(TITLE UNANNOUNCED)
BARETTA
11:17
JUKEBOX
I 00
THE
MIDNIGHT SPECIAL
w
1:07 it MOVIE -(WESTERN) •» "Ariioea
Raiders" IMS
IsM H TAKE FIVE

9:30

S AT( NEWS

10:00

10:30

11:00
11:10

" "

S KENTUCKY AFIELD
CATHOLIC MASS
tOLD TIME GOSPEL HOUR
TOBACCO TALK
« REVIVAL HOUR
2T LONE RANGER
•2 DR. THEA JONES
■ VOICE OF THE MOUNTAINS
KB REX HUMBARD
® SESAME STREET
to JIMMY SWAGGART
31 THE STORY
•2 REVIVAL FIRES
:il GOSPEL SINGING JUBILEE
Q WHAT'S NEW MISTER MAGOO?
4« MISTER ROGERS
to DR. NORMAN VINCENT PEALE
9 WORLD TOMORROW
SB CLUE CLUB
M ELECTRIC COMPANY
t ANIMALS. ANIMALS, ANIMALS
NEW SHAPES IN EDUCATION
© DAY OF DISCOVERY
« SESAME STREET
f REVIVAL IN AMERICA
IMMANUAL BAPTIST CHURCH
9
SERVICE
REVIVAL TABERNACLE
HERALD OF TRUTH
2/ IT IS WRITTEN
REBOP
to ONE WAY
YOUR GOVERNMENT
FACE THE NATION

:-::-":----r:f;:

irvvvsrsrre

WALL STREET WEEK
i AND ANSWERS
-ON KENTUCKY
AGRICULTURE FOOO FOR
THOUGHT
m KENTUCKY NOW
B KENTUCKY-WED LIKE TO SHOW
»TOTMI
AN ELIZABETHAN CHRISTMAS
ATSON
AY
PREVIEWS
NFL FOOTBALL

.Ml ■
CROCKETT'S
VICTORY
GARDEN
«:M ft? JOE HALL SHOW
m ONCE UPON A CLASSIC
741 9
WONDERFUL WORLD OF
DISNEY
8 M MINUTES
THE PALUSERS
SANTA CLAUS IS COMIN' TO
TOWN
I:H (» CENTENNIAL
V ALL IN THE FAMILY
;«* CHRISTMAS EVE ON SESAME
STREET
THE HONEYMOONERS
AUCE
lr< ANNUAL CIRCUS OF THE
STARS
f MASTERPIECE THEATRE
ABC THEATRE
NBC REPORTS: READING. WRIT
ING AND REEFER
a
CINEMA SHOWCASE Monty
Python and the Holy Grail' 1975
1I:M (W® © NEWS
IN. 271 CBS NEWS
to ABC NEWS
11:30 (3) NBC LATE NIGHT MOVIE All You
Need Is Cash' Stars Mick Jagger. Paul
Simon.
ST, CBS LATE MOVIE
a 70* CLUB
12:10 to WITH THIS RING

Monday

Dec. 11

# EVENING AT SYMPHONY
V MARY TYLER MOORE
KM (B HEEHAW HONEYS
M MONDAY NSGHT ATTHE MOVIES
'A Wenwa Called Mont' Stars: Cicely

9:1*
ISM
It*
IMS
MM
IMS
12:1*
Ml
Ml

Ml

NEWS
ZOOM
ABC NEWS
NBC NEWS
CBS NEWS
CINEMATIC EYE

V/--'L-I':\

•■-'••'

MONDAY NIGHT FOOTBALL
ONE DAY AT A TIME
LOU GRANT
I CONGRESSIONAL OUTLOOK
1KB NEWS
CBS LATE MOVIE
NEWS
HANK THOMPSON
TOMORROW
TAKE FIVE

Tuesday
t:l*

1M

7:11

l:M

9:30
lit*
10:30
1141
11:31

EVENING
1. i"i

BY WILD
9 HOLLYWOOD SQUARES
POP GOBS THE COUNTRY
DKK CAVETT SHOW
NEWLY-WED GAME
FUNIIIONES

sr&

IN

ONCE UPON A CLASSIC
UNDERSEA WORLD OF JACQUES

°~ »

Saturday

NFL TS (FRRVGAMB)
NFL TOOAY fPRECAME)
r BLUE MARBLE
YFL FOOTBALL

_ THAT'S HOLLYWOOD
9 FAMBLY AFFAHt
MY'

2:00

DK.K

NEWS
FEELING FREE
ABC NEWS
NBCNEWS
CBS NEWS
OJEJO.
MUPPETSSHOW
FAMILY AFFAIR
MY THREE SONS
MACNEIL-LEHRER REPORT
JOKER'S WILD
DOLLY

LITTLE BROWN BURRO
DICK CAVETT SHOW
NEWLYWEDGAME
MR. MAGOO-S CHRISTMAS
CAROL
A CHRISTMAS STORY
MASTERPIECE THEATRE
HAPPY DAYS
JIM,**) NAME THAT TUNE
LAVERNE AND SHIRLEY
BIG EVENT MOVIE A Woman
Called Moses' Stars: Cicely Tyson.
Robert Hooks
SB TUESDAY NIGHT MOVIE The
Jordan Chance' Stars: Raymond Burr.
Stella Stevens
1978 NOBEL PRIZE AW HDS
THREE'S COMPANY
TAXI
STARSKY AND HUTCH
HANUKKAH
38 to NEWS
THE TONIGHT SHOW
CBS LATE MOVIE
TUESDAY MOVIE OF THE WEEK
'Smash-tip On Interstate 5' Stars Robert
Conrad, Buddy Ebsen
S TOMORROW
TAKE FIVE

CONTINUED ON PAGE 4
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Placement
12-7-78
Campus Employment Interviews
Today. December 7th completes the
1978-79 fall semester campus interviewing
program. Employers will return to
campus to recruit May and August
graduates in late January 1979. Spring
semester recruiting for entry level
positions in school systems, business
industry, not for profit agencies and
government (local, state, and federal) will
continue through out the semester until
May 3. 1979. Campus interviews are not
scheduled during the summer months.
All May and August graduates who have
not registered with the Division of Career
Development & Placement are encouraged
to pick up their placement packets in the
111 vision Office. 319 Jones Bldg as early in
January as possible. All candidates
desiring to schedule interviews must be
registered with the Division before interviews will be arranged.
I'.S. (iovernmrnt - Sammer Jobs 1979
Announcement No. 414 and applications
are available in the Division of Career
Development ft Placement. 319 Jones
Bldg. for those students interested in
summer employment with federal
agencies. Competition will again be very
keen for most positions and clerical jobs
will require the testing of skills. The

Deadline for applying to take the written
test for clerical positions is January 12.
1979

December grads
The Division of Career Development &
Placement wishes you very much success
as you leave campus to pursue your career
objectives. We hope our sevices have been
of assistance and as the newest alumni of
EKU. a reminder that our programs and
services continue to be available to you.
The alumni Placement Program is one
of eight Division services which can be
used in your job search. This program
includes the direct referral of jobs to your
attention, current Job Vacancy Announcement Mailings and the Duplication
and Mailing of your placement credentials, assuming you have registered for
Placement services. If you have not
stopped by our office to register and pickup your placement packet, we suggest a
visit before leaving BfV could be very
beneficial

Job announcements
The publication and distribution of
current
JOB
VACANCY
AN-

fflikSB
Wednesday

Dec. n

EVENING
NEWS
ZOOM
ABC NEWS
(:JI
NBC NEWS
CBS NEWS
TEACHING LIFE SCIENCE IN THE
IENTARY SCHOOL
SHANANA
74*
FAMILY AFFAIR
MY THREE SONS
MACNEIL LEHRER REPORT
JOKER'S WILD
7:34
THAT GOOD OLE NASHVILLE
MUSK
f BONKERS
DICK CAVETT SHOW
NEWLY WED GAME
X:44
WEDNESDAY NIGHT AT THE
MOVIES The New Adventures Of Heidi
Stars: Burl Ives. Katy Kurtzman
IT THE JEFFERSONS
W A PLACE OF DREAMS
•2
FROSTVS
WINTER
WONDERLAND
HM iH> GOOD TIMES
'tZ NESTOR. THE LONG-EARED
CHRISTMAS DONKEY
S40 XT WEDNESDAY NIGHT MOVIE
4 44

11:44
11:3*
IM
244

Lovey A Circle Of Children' Stan: Jane
Alexander. Ronoy Cox.
§ GREAT PERFORMANCES
NATIONAL RODEO FINALS
DICK
CLARK'S
UVE
WEDNESDAY
m ELIZABETH SWADOS-GIRL WITH
INCREDIBLE FEELING
(B ® O NEWS
m THE TONIGHT SHOW
tb CBS LATE MOVIE
O POLICE WOMAN SWA T
m TOMORROW
'* TARE FIVE

Monday thru Friday
5:34
7:44
SOU
X:I5
X 30
9.IIII

Looking ahead
Vacation days are just around the corner
and ihe Division of Career Development
and Placement wishes everyone a safe and
joyous holiday

As Spring Semester approaches, we are
looking forward to a semester of continued
service and an exciting new year in the
employment market
If you're a senior or grad student who
hasn't yet filed placement credentials,
look for us at registration and pick up a
placement registration packet You will
soon he entering the employment market
and as credentials are a very critical part
of the job campaign, we hope you will let
us assist you in putting together a good
credential packet and lake advantage of
our many services
The Placement office will be welcoming
many new and returning recruiters to
campus Spring Semester We hope you will
take a serious look at the employment
opportunities they provide and schedule as
many interviews as possible. American
Hospital Supply. Metropolitan Public
Schools. Creenville County Schools.
General Telephone. I'S Dept of Commerce. Xerox. K Mart and Lever Bros
are just a few of the many organisations
who will be on campus Watch the FYI and
the Placement Pipeline for exact dates
Come see us at the Division of Career
I*velopment & Placement. 319 Jones
.Bldg as one of our services may be of
assistance to you in your job search or in
planning your career objectives

(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3)

Daytime Listings

444

NOUNCEMENTS is one of the eight main
services provided by the Career
Development & Placement Division
After job referrals are made to
registered eligible candidates, the current
job vacancies are arranged by categories
and compiled into an announcement which
describes the type of position available,
gives the employer's name, and the name
of the contact person. This announcement
is then distributed among the university
community and to all candidates
registered for alumni placement services
Current VACANCY ANNOUNCEMENTS
can usually be found on departmental
bulletin hoards and on the Placement
bulletin hoard in the Powell Building, or
additional copies can be picked up in the
Career Development & Placement Office.
319 Jones Building More detailed information on the individual jobs included
in the VACANCY LISTING, can he found in
the Career Information Resource Center
located within our facility.

MORMNG
f ARTHUR SMITH SHOW
744 CLl'B
PTL CLUB-TALK
AND
VARIETY
(if TODAY
® CBS NEWS
(tt GOOD MORNING AMERICA
ZT CAPTAIN KANGAROO
A.M. WEATHER
IN SCHOOL PROGRAMMING
IB PHIL DONAHUE SHOW

O NOT FOR WOMEN ONLY (EXC.
THUR., FRX)
GENERAL HOSPITAL
DINAH (EXC. THl'R.. FRI.)
BULLETIN BOARD (EXC. THUR .
FRI.)
14-.44 (B CARD SHARKS
® ALL IN THE FAMILY (THUR..
FRI.)
S MARCUS WELBY. M.D.
14:34
JEOPARDY
PRICE IS RIGHT (EXC. THUR.)
1**7
NEWS BULLETIN
11:44
HIGH ROLLERS
HAPPY DAYS
11:34
WHEEL OF FORTUNE
LOVE OF LIFE
FAMILY FEUD
11:55
CBS NEWS

M ANOTHER WORLD
tT ALL IN THE FAMILY (EXC. THUR .
FRI.)
GET SMART
3 34
MASH
OVER EASY
HAPPY'S HOUR
Ml
NEWS BULLETIN
IN
SANTA CLAUS SHOW

THUR.P^,TAT

434

5.44

5 34

AFTERNOON

lit
O
■2
12:30 1J
it
Wt
1:0(1 82
1:34 IB
ST
2:00 62
2:34 W
XT
J:S7 18
1!:44

3:44

NOON TODAY
YOUNG AND THE RESTLESS
JJ4.444 PYRAMID
BOB BRAUN SHOW
GUIDING LIGHT
RYAN'S HOPE
ALL MY CHILDREN
DAYS OF OUR LIVES
AS THE WORLD TURNS
ONE LIFE TO LIVE
DOCTORS
SEARCH FOR TOMORROW
NEWS BULLETIN

1VNCTKN (EXC

§ SESAME STREET
BATMAN
SANTA CLAUS SHOW
G1LUGA.\"S ISLAND (EXC.
BEVERLY HILLBILLIES
ANDY GRIFFITH SHOW
MISTER ROGERS
BRADY BUNCH (EXC. WED.)
®B NEWS
ELECTRIC COMPANY

Inquiries for WEKU-FM should be
directed to Tom Donoho. nation manager
at 622 2474.
'
Information concerning Placement
Pipeline may be obtained from Kurt
Zimmerman, director of placement at
622-2765.

Lees Little Inn

COMPLETE DINNER INCLUDES:
J pi«*s "one, d'Dfwd I'tea cn.cmjn
masned potato** and guv, coie >Uw
<*nd 1 lot t)utle» tJMm 0'»(J>!

The Colin Oliver
Show

$159

1

U.S. 25 SOUTH
NEXT TO CLAMMOOP.ES SCHOOL

Wnjneiday thru Saturday
8 till 12 t m

FRIDAY
DEC. 1,78

Live Entertainment
At Its Best
Downtown

*M fd i. ..-»,..I,.. „,,!, ,it„
•Mm. ClVHI «W iitemmli

NOW SERVING:
Pare Hitter, Pit Perk Ber-B-Q
AMD
kwetWtl ft Hi. SeWwicko

-^%s$?**

